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Abstract
This thesis documents the experimental and theoretical investigation of laser pulse evo-
lution in relativistic laser-plasma interactions for plasma-wakefield acceleration and ion
acceleration experiments.
Power amplification of the Astra Gemini laser in a plasma was observed, with the com-
pression of an initially 55 fs, 180 TW pulse down to 14 fs, with a peak power of 320 TW.
This was achieved in a laser-driven plasma wakefield operating just below the self-injection
threshold density for a propagation distance of 15 mm. Self-guiding of the laser pulse was
observed, while pulse depletion was characterised as a function of density and propagation
distance, showing that the pulse evolution scales equally with both. These measurements
displayed good agreement with a depletion model based on pulse front etching. Particle-
in-cell simulations were seen to closely reproduce the experimental results, which were
concluded to be predominantly dependent on the longitudinal properties of the laser and
wakefield. The simulations also revealed a new wakefield instability that is driven by the
far red-shifted component of the laser pulse.
In the case of high-contrast solid-density interactions, oscillations of the front surface of
the plasma were seen to result in the generation of the second harmonic of the driving laser
for a p-polarised interaction. Conversion e ciencies of 22(±8)% into the second harmonic
were measured, while the total plasma reflectivity into the first and second harmonics
remained relatively constant at 65% over the intensity range of 1017–1021 Wcm 2.
For normal incidence interactions with sub-micron thickness foils, the cycle-averaged
surface motion was measured using a FROG diagnostic. Targets of a few nanometers
in thickness underwent an acceleration away from the laser, but the measured surface
velocities did not match the expected hole-boring velocities or the measured ion energies,
due to the thermal expansion of the plasma. 2D simulations revealed that studying target
motion in this way is a↵ected by the scale length of the plasma and photon acceleration
that can occur in the tenuous plasma in front of the laser-reflecting surface.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The interaction of ultra-high intensity lasers with matter is characterised by huge energy
densities for a very short period of time. The extreme states of matter achieved in these
interactions do not occur anywhere else on earth, but are rather more like the interior of
stars. This makes it possible to study astrophysical phenomena in a laboratory, adding
new insight to phenomena that, otherwise, are either only observable with telescopes or
not at all. In recreating these conditions, it is also possible to trigger fusion reactions,
such as those that power the sun. Tailoring these interactions in other ways has lead to
potential applications such as,
• Laser-driven particle accelerators [Esarey09],
• X-ray/gamma sources [Gibbon96,Corde13],
• Probing the behaviour of hot-dense matter [Koenig95,Da Silva97].
The development of these applications requires a great amount of experimental, theoreti-
cal and computation work to understand and control the critical processes. In particular,
accurate and meaningful experimental diagnostics are necessary to provide theoretical
insight and test physical predictions.
The main focus of this thesis is the diagnosis of laser-driven particle accelerators by
monitoring the e↵ects of the interaction on the driving laser pulse itself. This can provide
crucial information about the time-resolved dynamics of the interactions, which in turn
improves the understanding of how to control and optimise the acceleration mechanisms.
Diagnosis is a particular challenge of these interactions, because of the ultrafast timescales
involved. In addition, the interaction can modify the laser in ways that are useful for
secondary applications, including changes to the laser spectrum, which allows further
interactions with di↵erent laser wavelengths, and the temporal compression of the laser,
enabling interactions with higher peak-power pulses.
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1.1 Particle accelerators
Charged particles can be accelerated to high energies by the application of strong electric
fields. Either static or oscillating fields can be used and the geometry of the acceler-
ator can be linear or circular in nature. Circular accelerators, such as cyclotrons and
synchrotrons, benefit from having the particles traverse the same accelerating regions
many times, picking up more energy with each circuit. However, forcing charged parti-
cles to travel in circular paths causes them to lose some of their energy in the form of
synchrotron radiation [Elder47]. This is of particular importance to electron accelera-
tors, as they radiate a large amount of energy at comparably modest energies. Protons,
and heavier particles, radiate less for a given energy, and so they have become favoured
for particle accelerators designed to explore high energy particle physics. However, due
to the greater mass of these particles, they are much harder to steer at high energies.
Therefore, to increase the maximum achievable energy of the particles, bigger and bigger
machines must be built, currently culminating in the 26.6 km diameter Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) at CERN, which accelerates protons up to 8 TeV. Linear accelerators
(linacs) are also used, but as the acceleration length is fixed by the length of the ma-
chine, the resultant particle energies are limited by the accelerating field strength and
the length of the accelerator. The longest current linac, the Stanford Linear Accelerator
at the SLAC Linear Accelerator Laboratory, is 3.2 km in length and can achieve electron
energies of ⇠ 50 GeV.
Particle accelerators are used for a huge range of applications. These include par-
ticle physics, such as the recent high profile search for the Higgs boson [ATLAS12],
particle scattering experiments for atomic physics [Rutherford11], x-ray generation for
studying the structure of semi-conductors [Fewster03] and bio-medical imaging [Mo-
mose96, Neutze00], and proton beam cancer therapy [Levin05]. All these applications
have di↵erent requirements for the particle beam, in terms of the energy of the particles,
the number of particles, the duration of the particle bunch, the transverse size of the
particle bunch or the quality of the spectrum, but generally these requirements are only
met by large building-scale machines which are very costly to build and operate. The
size and expense of these machines also limit their accessibility in terms of how much
beam time is available to teams that wish to use them, but also in transport costs. A
particular example of this is the use of x-ray sources to scan images buried beneath the
surface of expensive paintings. This was done in 2008 to reveal an older painting beneath
van Gogh’s ‘Patch of grass’ (see figure 1.1) at the Doris III synchrotron radiation source
at DESY in Hamburg [Dik08]. Although using the machine itself was expensive, it also
16
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caused considerable problems and anxiety transporting the priceless piece of art from the
Netherlands to the accelerator. A huge reduction in the scale of such radiation sources
would be required to enable them to be located in the basements of large museums, but
this would allow many more paintings to be analysed at a fraction of the cost.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: (a) Vincent van Gogh’s “Patch of grass” and (b) a computer reconstruction of
an older painting hidden beneath. The data for the reconstruction was taken
using x-ray fluorescence at the DORIS III synchrotron at DESY. Adapted
with permission from [Dik08]. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.
To achieve higher particle energies, accelerators must increase in size, or the accelerating
field must be increased from the current level of about 20 MVm 1. Therefore, research to
develop acceleration mechanisms that can increase the accelerating gradients and reduce
the size and material cost of accelerators will allow great advances to be made and allow
more widespread use of the machines. Conventional methods of generating these fields are
limited by the breakdown of the materials that make up the accelerator. This breakdown
creates a plasma, by ionising the cavity walls and the near-vacuum inside the cavity.
This adversely a↵ects the acceleration process and also damages the machine. However,
an accelerator designed to work as a plasma could overcome this limit and allow much
higher accelerating forces.
1.2 Plasma
Plasma is created when the electrons gain enough energy to escape the force binding them
to the atoms. Once freed, the electrons and ions form a ‘soup’ of charged particles which
are able to move around independently of each other but still influence each other via
the electromagnetic force. Applying an external field to a plasma will also influence the
motion of these particles and can set up charge imbalances. If the field is then removed the
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electrostatic force will attract the opposite charges together to regain neutrality. However,
at the point at which the particles return to a uniform charge neutral distribution, the
particles inevitably have some velocity and overshoot the equilibrium position and begin
to oscillate around it. This leads to charge density waves which propagate through the
plasma, driven by the electromagnetic interaction of the particles. As the electrons are
much less massive than the atomic nuclei, they move much more readily and dictate the
changes in the plasma. The slower ions are then coerced into following the electrons by
the attractive electric force.
Inducing large perturbations to the plasma density with an external field can set up large
fields within the plasma. These fields can then be used to accelerate charged particles to
high energies. A very e↵ective way of achieving this is to use a laser pulse, focused to a
high energy density, which constitutes an intense electromagnetic field. Lasers also o↵er
a way to create the plasma, as the fields are capable of rapidly ionising any material.
Emission from a laser ionised plasma can be see in figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Photo of a plume of helium gas at the moment a high-intensity laser pulse is
fired into it from left to right. The bright emission near the centre is emission
from a plasma. Most of the laser energy continues through the plasma and
is seen scattering o↵ a magnet towards the right of the image.
1.3 Lasers
The development of lasers has been driven by scientific interest in compressing as much
energy as possible into as small a volume as possible. This means not only being able to
focus the laser light to a small spot, but also requires that it has a short pulse duration.
By squeezing all the energy of the laser into a pulse that is a tiny fraction of a second in
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duration, the laser is capable of producing astounding peak powers. A university scale
laser in 2013 may have just a few joules of energy in each pulse (the energy gained by a
bag of flour dropping from the kitchen table). But with a pulse length of 50 femtoseconds
(less time than it takes light to travel the thickness of this paper), the peak power is of
the order of 100 TW. By comparison, a modern coal fired power station can produce
1–4 GW, but does so almost constantly.
Figure 1.3: Photo of part of the Astra Gemini laser system.
With highly-focusable, massively-powerful lasers pulses, extremely high intensities can
be reached. This is one of the main characteristics in any laser-matter interaction as it
determines the strength of the electromagnetic field and, therefore which processes occur.
When the electric field of the focused laser becomes equivalent to the interatomic bonds
of a material, it modifies the material properties as it propagates. This can have an e↵ect
on the laser pulse, as the refractive index of the material is temporally and spatially
varying. This is the basis for the field of nonlinear optics and leads to processes such as
frequency mixing (generating new wavelengths), self-focusing and self-phase modulation
[Agrawal01]. Once the laser field becomes comparable to the binding energy between the
electron and the atomic nucleus, rapid ionisation of the material occurs. The resultant
plasma can then absorb laser energy via the interaction of the electromagnetic field with
the freed electrons. Once the laser intensity is large enough to accelerate electrons to
an appreciable fraction of the speed of light then the system becomes relativistic, which
further changes the nature of the interaction. Such lasers, referred to as having relativistic
intensities, are now being used to investigate laser-driven plasma accelerators, which
have the potential to improve upon existing particle accelerator technology and allow the
reduction in size and cost of accelerators, as well as potentially leading to higher energy
machines in the future.
1.4 Laser-driven plasma wakefield accelerator
The ideal particle accelerator has a large longitudinal electric field which co-moves with
the particle. Therefore, the accelerating structure must move at close to the vacuum speed
of light in order to keep up with a relativistic electron. This is achieved in conventional
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accelerators by using oscillating electric fields that are matched to the particle trajectories,
such that the particles always experience an accelerating force. However, an intense
laser propagating in a tenuous plasma naturally generates a longitudinal electric field
which moves at close to the speed of light, therefore ideally suited to the acceleration of
relativistic particles.
The accelerating structure, pictured in figure 1.4, is created by the ponderomotive force
of the laser. This force expels electrons in a plasma from regions of high laser intensity,
resulting in the formation of an ion cavity at the centre of the laser pulse. After the laser
has propagated onwards, the repulsive force is no longer present and the electrostatic force
attracts the expelled electrons back to the centre of the ion cavity. As the electrons regain
their equilibrium positions, they overshoot and then continue to oscillate in the wake of
the laser. Along the central axis of the laser, the electron density varies above and below
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Figure 1.4: An image of a plasma wave set up by the passage of an intense laser pulse. The
wave is able to accelerate electrons in the direction in the laser propagation
direction.
the background density, generating longitudinal electrostatic fields. Any electrons in the
rear half of an ion cavity will experience a forward acceleration, and if they are moving
forward at near the speed of light they will keep pace with the laser and continue to be
accelerated as long as the accelerating structure is maintained. The accelerating fields can
be in excess of 100 GVm 1, more than 1000 times larger than achievable by conventional
particle accelerator technology. With the successful application of a plasma accelerator,
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the electron energy of a kilometer-scale linac could be achieved in a meter-scale plasma.
This mechanism of electron acceleration was first proposed in 1979 by Tajima and Daw-
son [Tajima79] and was then experimentally demonstrated in 1993 by Clayton et al. [Clay-
ton93]. The first experiments relied on the beating of two laser pulses of di↵erent fre-
quencies together to generate the plasma wave, accelerating externally injected electron
beams [Joshi84, Clayton93, Everett94]. With the development of chirped pulse ampli-
fication in lasers (CPA) [Strickland85], higher intensities (> 1018 W cm2) and shorter
pulses (< 1 ps) allowed for the resonant generation of plasma waves [Andreev92] of suf-
ficient strength to accelerate electrons from the plasma itself [Modena95]. More recent
experimental work has demonstrated acceleration of electrons with low energy spreads (<
3%) [Mangles04,Geddes04,Faure04] and GeV particle energies [Karsch07,Kneip09,Clay-
ton10,Lu11].
Several physical challenges must be overcome for a practical meter-scale laser-driven
plasma wakefield to be constructed. Firstly, to achieve acceleration lengths on the order
of a meter, the laser must remain focused over this distance. Typically, a laser will diverge
over a millimetre of propagation, so some mechanism of channelling the laser must be
developed. Such a mechanism will inevitably be based on ‘plasma-optics’ as no other ma-
terial can exist at such high laser intensities. This can be achieved by creating a transverse
density profile, such as in a capillary [Zigler96, Butler02,Osterho↵08,Rowlands-Rees08]
or pre-expanded ion channel [Geddes05], or by using the non-linear optical properties of
the laser, i.e. self-focusing due to the radial intensity profile of the laser [Sprangle92].
Also, although the accelerating structure is travelling at very close to the speed of light,
eventually the particle will begin to overtake the laser and move out of the accelerating
region of the wakefield. This is known as dephasing and limits the maximum attainable
electron energy. However, this may be overcome by fine tuning the plasma density pro-
file [Pukhov08] or by using multiple stages [Lu07]. Additionally, the acceleration length is
limited by the depletion of the laser energy, as it generates the plasma wakefield. There-
fore, minimising the rate of depletion is important to maximising the accelerated electron
energy.
As well as generating an electron beam, plasma wakefields can also cause electron beams
to oscillate, producing x-ray radiation. This is known as betatron radiation [Rousse04,
Kneip08], and is capable of producing high quality x-ray images due to the small size of
the source and short pulse duration.
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1.5 Solid target interactions
Solid density plasmas are opaque to visible/infra-red laser wavelengths and so when a
laser interacts with an initially solid target, a large amount of energy is reflected. At
the laser-plasma boundary, energy is absorbed by electrons via the electromagnetic field
of the laser. These highly energetic electrons expand away from the heavier ions, and
electrostatic fields are set up, which subsequently accelerate the ions. Some electrons
can become relativistic and escape the plasma but are generally emitted in all directions
and so are not comparable to conventional electron beam sources. However, depending
on the target geometry, the ions can be emitted in a more beam-like profile. For a
flat target, the direction of the accelerating field is mostly away from the plane of the
target, resulting in front and rear surface ion beams being generated [Clark00,Snavely00,
Wilks01]. The radiation pressure of the laser may also drive an electrostatic shock into
the target which is also capable of producing ion beams in the laser-forward direction
[Wilks92, Silva04,Wei04,Gibbon05a,Macchi05,Palmer11,Haberberger11]. For ultra-thin
targets it is even possible for the laser to begin to push the entire target, like a light-
sail [Marx66], resulting in a narrow energy spread [Esirkepov04,Robinson08]. Figure 1.5
illustrates the interaction of a laser with a thin foil target, resulting in an ion beam
accelerated predominantly in the laser propagation direction.
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Figure 1.5: An intense laser interacting with a thin foil target. An ion beam can be
generated in the forward direction.
Solid target interactions can also be used to generate harmonics of the driving beam.
This can occur as the laser field sets up an oscillating electron current on the target
surface which couples to the electromagnetic oscillations to generate new frequencies in
the reflected pulse. This is a potentially useful source of short pulses of high-frequency
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light [Giulietti89, Linde95, Gibbon96, Lichters96, Norreys96, Plaja98, Tarasevitch00] and
also a useful diagnostic of the target conditions.
1.6 Diagnosis of laser-plasma interaction dynamics
By measuring the e↵ect of a laser-plasma interaction on the driving laser pulse, it is
possible to diagnose some of the interaction properties. The laser pulse energy, spectrum,
and spatial and temporal profiles can all be modified by the plasma properties, and
therefore serve as useful diagnostics. For laser-wakefield experiments, the longitudinal
refractive index profile of the plasma modifies the pulse power profile and spectrum.
With a good understanding of these processes, characterising the transmitted laser can
be used to reveal the structure of the wakefield. Also, as laser depletion limits the
maximum possible electron energy, it is important to determine how the laser energy
absorption depends on plasma density and propagation distance. This, combined with a
measurement of the guided laser spot size, determines whether a large laser intensity has
been maintained throughout the interaction length.
For solid target interactions, the reflected laser contains information of the laser-plasma
boundary dynamics. Oscillations on the front surface, driven by the laser field, result in
spectral modification of the reflected laser pulse, leading to harmonic generation. This
reflecting surface can also move in a non-oscillatory manner, due to the radiation pres-
sure of the laser and the thermal expansion of the plasma, causing a Doppler shift to
be observed in the reflected laser pulse. Therefore, measurement of the reflected laser
spectrum as a function of time can reveal the dynamics of the laser plasma interaction.
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1.7 Thesis outline
This thesis contains, experimental, theoretical and computational exploration of high-
intensity, ultra-short-pulse laser plasma interactions with tenuous and solid density plas-
mas. Chapters 2 and 3 contain the theoretical background and research methods relevant
to the work detailed in chapters 4–6. Chapter 7 summarises the main results and explores
some ideas for future work which could build on this research.
The three chapters containing the experimental work of this thesis are:
4. Non-Linear Plasma Optics in a GeV Laser Wakefield Accelerator: The
laser pulse evolution in a laser-driven wakefield accelerator is studied through diag-
nosis of the transmitted laser pulse, spatially and temporally.
5. Reflectivity of Relativistic Plasma Surfaces and Second Harmonic Gener-
ation: The fundamental and second harmonic energy fractions are measured in the
laser pulse after reflection from a solid-density plasma. These results are compared
to theoretical models and computer simulations to reveal the surface dynamics of
the interactions.
6. Temporally Resolved Measurements of the Laser-Plasma Boundary Mo-
tion in Solid-Density Plasma Interactions: The reflected laser pulse is used
to characterise the motion of the laser-plasma boundary in the interaction of laser
pulses with nanometer-scale targets.
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2.1 Lasers
The most powerful lasers are capable of producing > 100 TW pulses, focusable to inten-
sities > 1020 Wcm 2. Such enormous intensities result in huge electric (E) and magnetic
(B) fields, as quantified by the Poynting vector, which in a vacuum is
S =
1
µ0
E⇥B , (2.1.1)
where µ0 is the permeability of free-space. The magnitude of the time averaged Poynting
vector |hSi| is equivalent to the intensity. For an infinite plane wave propagating in the
kˆ direction, with an angular frequency of !0 and an electric field amplitude of E0, the
electromagnetic fields and the Poynting vector at a fixed point are,
E = iˆE0 sin(!0t) , B = jˆ
E0
c
sin(!0t) , S = kˆ c✏0E
2
0 sin
2(!0t) ,
where t is time, c is the speed of light in a vacuum, ✏0 is the permittivity of free-space
and iˆ, jˆ and kˆ are unit vectors in the three spatial directions. Therefore,
I = |hSi| =
(
c✏0E
2
0/2 Linear polarisation,
c✏0E
2
0 Circular polarisation.
(2.1.2)
For intensities I > 1020 W/cm2, the peak electric field can exceed 1014 Vm 1, which
rapidly ionises any matter in the focal region and accelerates the freed electrons to rel-
ativistic velocities. An electron (mass me, charge e and velocity v) in the laser electro-
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magnetic field experiences the Lorentz force as,
dp
dt
=  e (E+ v ⇥B) ,
where p is the electron momentum. Assuming |v|⌧ c, the velocity of the electron is,
 mev =
eE0
!0
cos(!0t) + p0 ,
where   is the Lorentz factor and p0 is a constant of integration, taken to be some initial
momentum of the electron. The quantity a0 = eE0/(me!0c) is known as the normalised
vector potential. For a0   1, the electron quiver motion becomes relativistic and so the
assumption |v|⌧ c is not valid.
2.1.1 Pulse shape and phase
The time-varying electric field of a linearly polarised laser pulse can be written down as
the product of the intensity envelope and the rapidly oscillating field component as,
E(t) =
s
I(t)
c✏0
exp [i(!0t+  (t))] , (2.1.3)
where I(t) is the intensity of the laser pulse as a function of time, i is the imaginary
unit, !0 is the angular frequency of the laser, and  (t) is the additional phase term which
describes how the rapid oscillations vary in time. The instantaneous frequency of the
pulse is given by,
!(t) = !0 +
d (t)
dt
. (2.1.4)
The phase can be expressed as a polynomial function of t, with each term representing a
di↵erent physical e↵ect. The zeroth term by itself does not contribute to the instantaneous
frequency, but instead changes the phase o↵set between the sine wave and the envelope.
This is known as the carrier-envelope phase (CEP) of the pulse, which generally becomes
important for laser pulses containing only a few cycles. The first order term shifts the
frequency of the electric field oscillations, i.e. !(t) = !0 + some constant. The second
order term gives rise to a linear change of frequency with time during the pulse. This
is known as a linear chirp and is positive when lower frequency components proceed the
higher frequencies. Higher order terms result in a more complex relationship between
frequency and time, such as quadratic chirp, etc. Figure 2.1 shows I(t) and  (t) for an
example pulse. In this case  (t) has a negative gradient at early times and a positive
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gradient at later times. This indicates that the instantaneous frequency of the pulse is
increasing with time, so the pulse has a positive chirp.
I(t)! "(t)!
t!
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the temporal intensity and phase for a positively chirped laser
pulse.
The electric field can also be represented in frequency space as,
E˜(!) = E˜0(!) exp [i (!)] , (2.1.5)
where E˜0(!)2 is the angular frequency spectrum and  (!) is the spectral phase. This is
related to E(t) by the Fourier transforms:
E˜(!) =
Z 1
 1
E(t) exp [ i!t] dt , and (2.1.6)
E(t) =
1
2⇡
Z 1
 1
E˜(!) exp [i!t] d! . (2.1.7)
When no second order or higher temporal phase terms are present, and assuming a
gaussian pulse shape centred on t = 0, equation 2.1.6 can be written as,
E˜(!) =
Z 1
 1
E0 exp

 ↵t
2
2
+ i(!0   !)t
 
dt . (2.1.8)
This can be solved by completing the square of the exponential, giving the solution,
E˜(!) = E0
r
2⇡
↵
exp

 (!   !0)
2
2↵
 
. (2.1.9)
Therefore for a gaussian pulse with no second order or higher phase terms the spectrum
is a gaussian centred on !0 with zero spectral phase.
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Propagating such a pulse through glass, or some other linearly dispersive medium, results
in a group delay dispersion (GDD), due to the ! dependence of the refractive index. This
gives the pulse a positive chirp, i.e. the frequency of the rapid oscillation of the electric
field increases with time. Mathematically this is described by a second order phase term,
 (!) =  b!2, for which the temporal pulse shape is now given by,
E(t) =
E0
2⇡
r
2⇡
↵
Z 1
 1
exp

 (!   !0)
2
2↵
 
exp
⇥
i(!t  b!2)⇤d! ,
E(t) = E 00 exp

 ↵t
2
2
1
(1 + 4↵2b2)
 
exp

i
✓
!0t+
↵2bt2
(1 + 4↵2b2)
◆ 
, (2.1.10)
where,
E 00 = E0
1p
1 + 4↵2b2
. (2.1.11)
This shows that propagating a pulse with an initially flat phase through glass results
in a longer pulse, with a lower peak intensity and a quadratic phase term which is a
positive function of t2. This is shown in figure 2.2, for an initially 10 fs (FWHM) pulse
after propagation through 0, 1 and 2 mm of fused silica. For a negative chirp, where
the frequency of the pulse decreases with time, the spectral phase has a +!2 term and
the temporal phase a  t2 term. A cubic term in the spectral phase corresponds to a
quadratic group delay as a function of frequency. This can result in a non-symmetric
pulse shape in the time domain.
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Figure 2.2: An initially 10 fs (FWHM) pulse, with a central wavelength of 800 nm after
propagation through (from left to right) 0, 1 and 2 mm of fused silica glass.
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2.1.2 Focusing
Focusing an initially collimated laser pulse to a high intensity can be achieved using
lenses or concave mirrors. For very high pulse powers, transmission though optics results
in pulse lengthening and beam degradation, due to the group velocity dispersion of the
optical material and non-linear optical e↵ects. Therefore, concave mirrors are commonly
used for high intensity interactions. In particular, parabolic mirrors can achieve perfect
focusing of a collimated beam, to a focal spot which is the Fourier transform of the input
beam spatial profile. For a uniform circular beam with a flat phase front, the focal spot
is described by an Airy disc pattern,
I(x) = I0
✓
2J1(x)
x
◆2
, (2.1.12)
where J1 is the first order Bessel function of the first kind, x = ⇡r/( F ), r is the lat-
eral position from the centre of focus,   is the laser wavelength and F is the parabola
f/number. The first central peak of equation 2.1.12 is well described by a gaussian
function with rFWHM = F , as shown in figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Focal spot profile (Airy pattern) for an 800 nm uniform circular laser beam
focused by an f/2 parabola and a gaussian with a FWHM of F .
The maximum laser intensity increases with decreasing f/number of the focusing beam.
In practise it is important to be able to place the target at the focus of the beam, so
either an on-axis mirror with a central shadow or, more commonly, an o↵-axis mirror is
used. This places practical limits on the range of viable f/numbers. For a gaussian beam
profile, the beam diameter (1/e2) of a focusing beam propagating in the z direction is
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given by,
w(z) =  r
s
1 +
✓
z
zr
◆2
, (2.1.13)
where  r is the beam diameter at the focus (at z = 0) and zr = ⇡ r2/  is the Rayleigh
range. Approximating the focusing beam as a gaussian gives the divergence angle of a
focal spot as ⇥D =  r/zr [Siegman86].
For non-ideal beams, the maximum achievable laser intensity is reduced, as the laser
energy is focused to a larger spot size than in the ideal case. The Strehl ratio (Sr) of a
focused pulse is a measure of the peak intensity relative to the Airy function of an ideal
circular aperture beam. Another commonly used parameter is M2, which describes the
propagation of the beam through focus compared to the ideal gaussian case,
M2 =
⇡ r⇥D
 
. (2.1.14)
For a gaussian beam M2 = 1, and for real beams M2 > 1. Higher values of M2 are
normally found in higher power lasers, and indicates a reduction in the focusability.
2.1.3 Laser contrast
It is routine in intense laser interactions, with solid-density plasmas, that the majority of
the laser pulse interacts directly with the front surface of the target, and energy is then
transported into the bulk. For an ultra-intense laser pulse, the plasma is usually formed
well in advance of the peak of the laser pulse by pre-pulses or an amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) pedestal generated in the laser amplifiers. This results in an electron
density profile ne = ne(x), with a scale length Lp =

@ (lnne)
@x
  1
, which can be much
larger than the laser wavelength [Carroll09,Zepf98,Mackinnon01]. Therefore, the ratio of
the intensity of the ASE pedestal to the peak of the pulse is an important parameter, and
is known as the laser ‘contrast’. It is also important to know the temporal extent of the
pedestal, the shape of the rising edge of the main pulse and if there are any significant
pre-pulses.
Solid density interactions with thin targets are particularly sensitive to pre-plasma for-
mation. Here, in addition to lengthening the interaction scale length, it can also reduce
the peak plasma density of the target, or even destroy the target completely before the
arrival of the main pulse [Kaluza04]. Laser absorption mechanisms also di↵er when the
scale length of the plasma is decreased, for example resonance absorption occurs with
scale lengths many times the laser wavelength, while vacuum heating only occurs when
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the scale length is less than the laser wavelength [Santala00]. Laser contrast is therefore
of critical importance to laser-plasma interactions.
2.1.4 Nonlinear optics
Until the invention of the laser, all observed optical processes could be explained by
linear theory (e.g. absorption, refraction, interference etc). With the high intensities
achievable with lasers, the electromagnetic field is strong enough for non-linearities in
the material response to become significant. This allows for phenomena such as wave-
mixing and self-focusing. This can be described by the macroscopic Maxwell’s equations,
which include the interaction of electromagnetic fields with matter via the polarisation
P and the magnetisation M terms as follows [Agrawal01],
r ·D = ⇢ , (2.1.15a)
r ·B = 0 , (2.1.15b)
r⇥ E =  @B
@t
, (2.1.15c)
r⇥H = @D
@t
+ J , (2.1.15d)
where ⇢ is the free charge density, J is the free current density, D = ✏0E + P and H =
B/µ0  M. For dielectric, non-magnetic materials the conductivity and magnetisation
are negligibly small and the only non-linear term remaining is from the polarisation.
Assuming that the material is locally charge neutral everywhere, and that E varies only
in one spatial dimension, then equations 2.1.15a, 2.1.15c and 2.1.15d can be combined
into a single expression for non-linear electro-optics,
@2E
@z2
  1
c2
@2E
@t2
= µ0
@2P
@t2
. (2.1.16)
P is a function of the driving electric field and the material response to those fields and
can be expressed as,
P↵(r, t) =
X
 
 (1)↵ E (r, t) +
X
  
 (2)↵  E (r, t)E (r, t) + ... , (2.1.17)
where  (n) is the nth order susceptibility tensor and the indices (↵,   and  ) range over the
three spatial dimensions. The susceptibility tensors are diagonal for isotropic materials
(i.e. gases) so that electric fields applied in one direction result in a polarisation purely
in the same direction. At low intensities, the 1st order term dominates and P is linearly
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proportional to the driving electric field. In this case and for an isotropic materialD = ✏E,
where ✏ is the permittivity of the medium, which reduces equation 2.1.16 to,
@2E
@z2
  ⌘
2
c2
@2E
@t2
= 0 , (2.1.18)
where ⌘ is the refractive index of the medium. Equation 2.1.18 describes the linear
response of the medium to the electric field and gives the dispersion relation.
Higher order terms in the polarisation result in the mixing of two or more waves, which
can be grouped together as a source term, PNL,
@2E
@z2
  ⌘
2
c2
@2E
@t2
= µ0
@2PNL
@t2
. (2.1.19)
The second order term of PNL leads to second harmonic generation (SHG) and sum fre-
quency generation (SFG), which result in frequencies of 2!1 and !1+!2 respectively. The
third order term, known as the Kerr e↵ect, causes self-focusing and self-phase modulation.
2.1.5 Ionisation
Photo-ionisation of atoms can occur via multi-photon ionisation (MPI), tunnelling ioni-
sation and barrier suppression ionisation (BSI). Collisional ionisation can also occur once
the plasma temperature is su ciently high. In the MPI model an electron absorbs energy
from incident photons faster than it can radiate the energy, causing the electron to gain
enough energy to escape the atomic bond. This process occurs for laser intensities above
1010 Wcm 2 [Gibbon05b] but for I > 1015 Wcm 2 tunnelling ionisation becomes domi-
nant. BSI occurs when the Coulomb barrier is reduced by the laser field such that the
electron is no longer bound. The minimum intensity for BSI is known as the appearance
intensity [Augst89],
Iapp =
cEb
4⇡2✏30
2e6Z2
. (2.1.20)
where Eb is the binding energy for an electron and Z is the number of protons in the
nucleus. Table 2.1 gives some examples of binding energies and appearance intensities
for ion states expected in this thesis.
At the intensities considered in this thesis it is clear that instantaneous ionisation via
BSI occurs well before the peak of the laser pulse. The proportion of ionisation states
and the electron densities can be estimated using equation 2.1.20 but other ionisation
mechanisms may also have some e↵ect.
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Ion Binding energy [ eV ] Iapp [ Wcm 2 ]
H+ 13.6 1.4⇥ 1014
He+ 24.6 1.5⇥ 1015
He2+ 54.4 8.8⇥ 1015
C4+ 64.5 4.3⇥ 1015
C5+ 392.1 3.8⇥ 1018
C6+ 490.0 6.4⇥ 1018
Al11+ 442.0 1.3⇥ 1018
Al13+ 2304.1 6.7⇥ 1020
Table 2.1: Binding energies [Kramida11] and appearance intensities of some ionisation
states relevant to experiments in this thesis.
2.2 Particle motion in an electromagnetic field
Starting with the Lorentz force and Maxwell’s equations, and assuming a plane wave
interacts with a single electron, the transverse and longitudinal momentum components
of that electron are given by [Gibbon05b] (full derivation in appendix A.1),
p? = amec , (2.2.1)
pk =
mec(1 + a2   ↵2)
2↵
, (2.2.2)
where a =
eE0
me!0c
cos , where   = !0t   k0z, and ↵ is a constant that comes from
integrating the force equation with respect to time. The quantity  
✓
↵2   1
2↵
◆
mec is the
longitudinal electron momentum when the transverse momentum is zero.
The Lorentz factor, and velocity components are,
  =
a2 + ↵2 + 1
2↵
, (2.2.3)
v? =
2↵ a c
a2 + ↵2 + 1
, (2.2.4)
vk =
(1 + a2   ↵2) c
a2 + ↵2 + 1
. (2.2.5)
It is possible to set a value of ↵, for each a0, which removes any constant drift velocity from
the equations of motion, so that the electron oscillates around a fixed average position.
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Figure 2.4: Numerically calculated values of ↵ which minimise the electron drift motion
and an empirical fit.
2.2.1 Electron heating
When a laser is incident upon a solid density plasma, the time averaged motion of the
reflecting surface is small compared to the rapid oscillation of the electrons, i.e.
⌦
vk
↵⌧ c.
To estimate the average energy of electrons in the laser field, the longitudinal drift motion
of the electrons is set to zero, i.e.
⌦
vk
↵
= 0, to determine ↵. This is easily calculated
numerically and the dependence of ↵ on a0, as shown in figure 2.4, has an excellent fit
to ↵ =
p
1 + a02/3, for which the maximum   in equation 2.2.3 becomes,
  =
4a02 + 6
6
p
1 + a02/3
. (2.2.6)
This di↵ers from other similar work which sets
⌦
pk
↵
= 0 [Gibbon05b], which gives ↵ =p
1 + a02/2. However, in that case some residual longitudinal drift velocity remains, due
to the time-varying nature of  .
At a sharp density gradient, electrons accelerated by the laser in the forward direction
propagate beyond a skin depth and therefore escape the influence of the laser field. This
leads to a population of energetic electrons propagating through the target which can heat
the bulk plasma. The maximum energy of these electrons is given by Ee = (    1)mec2.
Assuming that the electrons at the front surface oscillate with
⌦
vk
↵
= 0 and escape with
the maximum  , given by equation 2.2.6, the maximum energy of these electrons, for
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a0   1, is,
Ee ' 2p
3
a0mec
2 , (2.2.7)
which is in very close agreement with Wilks et al. [Wilks92].
2.2.2 Electron trajectories
Solving equations 2.2.3–2.2.5, with ↵ chosen to remove the particle drift, gives a picture
of how an electron moves in a laser field in the frame of reference co-moving with the
particle drift velocity. Figure 2.5 shows the particle trajectories for laser fields with
a0 = 0.1 10. As the a0 increases, the lateral excursion distance of the electrons increases.
Also, the relativistic electron velocity leads to an increase in the e↵ect of the magnetic
field component, leading to a large oscillation in longitudinal direction.
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Figure 2.5: Trajectories of a single electron in a laser field with a0 = 0.1–10 (given in the
legend) in frame co-moving with the drift velocity.
2.2.3 Ponderomotive force
Over timescales greater than the laser period, the fast oscillation of the electrons largely
cancels out. What remains is known as the ponderomotive force [Chen06,Kruer88], which
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is expressed as the rate of change of momentum of an electron, averaged over the laser
cycle. The Lorentz force of a single electron in an electromagnetic wave can be written
as (see appendix A.1),
dp
dt
= mec
da
dt
 mecv · (ra) . (2.2.8)
Taking the first order solution for an infinite plane wave, v =
p?
 me
=
ac
 
, equation 2.2.8
becomes,
dp
dt
= mec
da
dt
  mec
2
2 
ra2 . (2.2.9)
Taking the time average over a laser period of equation 2.2.9 and assuming that the laser
envelope is constant gives,
Fp =
⌧
dp
dt
 
=  mec
2
2 h ir
⌦
a2
↵
. (2.2.10)
This simplified derivation shows that electrons experience an overall repulsive force from
regions of high laser intensity. This result is also recovered in a more rigorous and fully
relativistic derivation, given by Quesnel and Mora [Quesnel98].
2.3 Plasma properties
A plasma is defined as a quasi-neutral substance, consisting of positive and negative
charged particles, that exhibits collective electromagnetic behaviour. Individual particles
interact with each other via their electrostatic fields and through collisions. Particles may
also interact with external electromagnetic fields. It is possible to characterise particles
in a plasma by the mass and electric charges which define their behaviour. As electrons
have the largest charge-to-mass ratios they are much more mobile than the ions and tend
to dominate the plasma reaction to electromagnetic fields. Ions can also gain energy
through their interactions and collisions with electrons. For a plasma in thermodynamic
equilibrium electrons and ions each have a temperature T as defined by the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution for particles with three degrees of freedom:
Eav =
3
2
kBT (2.3.1)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant.
For an absorption of 1 J of laser energy into 100 µm diameter spot on a 100 nm aluminium
target, the resultant temperature would be ⇡ 1.5 keV.
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2.3.1 Debye length
The Debye length is a measure of the distance over which the electrostatic field of a
particle in a plasma is shielded by neighbouring charges, and is given by [Chen06],
 D =
✓
✏0kBTe
nee2
◆ 1
2
, (2.3.2)
where Te and ne are the electron temperature and number density respectively.
The number of particles ND within a sphere with radius  D gives a good indication of
the collective behaviour of the plasma,
ND = ne⇡ D
3 =
ne
⇡
✓
✏0kBTe
nee2
◆ 3
2
. (2.3.3)
A plasma should have a size which is much greater than the Debye length in order that
it is quasi-neutral and ND should be much greater than unity. For the laser generated
plasma defined above  D ⇡ 1 nm and ND ⇡ 3000.
2.3.2 Plasma frequency
The plasma frequency is the frequency of the natural oscillation of electrons in a plasma
and is given by
!pe =
✓
nee2
me✏0
◆ 1
2
. (2.3.4)
For a plasma, any density oscillations are also electromagnetic in nature and so the plasma
frequency is critical to laser-plasma interactions. An electromagnetic wave is not able to
propagate through a plasma if it has a lower frequency than the plasma frequency (see
section 2.3.5).
2.3.3 Plasma dispersion relation
Taking the curl of equation 2.1.15c and the time derivative of equation 2.1.15d, for the
case of an unmagnetised plasma (with zero bound charge) gives,
r⇥ (r⇥ E) =  r⇥ @B
@t
, (2.3.5)
r⇥ @B
@t
=  µ0✏0@
2E
@t2
+ µ0
@J
@t
. (2.3.6)
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For non-relativistic intensities (a0 ⌧ 1) and an infinite plane wave, the electric current is
caused by the transverse motion of charges,
@J
@t
=  nee@v
@t
=
nee2
me
E . (2.3.7)
Combining these equations to eliminate B and J and evaluating the di↵erentials for a
infinite plane wave, E(t, x) = E0 cos(!t  kx), gives the plasma dispersion relation,
!2 = !p
2 + k2c2 . (2.3.8)
2.3.4 Refractive index
The phase velocity of an electromagnetic wave in a plasma is given by
v  =
!
k
, (2.3.9)
v  = c
✓
1  !p
2
!2
◆  12
. (2.3.10)
Given the definition of the refractive index, ⌘ = c/v , the plasma refractive index is
therefore,
⌘ =
✓
1  !p
2
!2
◆ 1
2
. (2.3.11)
The group velocity of an electromagnetic wave is then given by,
vg =
@!
@k
, (2.3.12)
vg = ⌘c . (2.3.13)
2.3.5 Critical density
For laser plasma interactions, the density at which the plasma frequency equals the laser
frequency is termed the critical density and is given by,
nc =
!2Lme✏0
e2
, (2.3.14)
where !L is the laser carrier frequency. Interactions with plasma densities below this
critical density are called underdense interactions, for which the refractive index of the
plasma, given by equation 2.3.11 is real. For ne > nc (overdense) the refractive index
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becomes complex and therefore damps the propagating field, resulting in reflection of the
laser pulse.
2.3.6 Transmission and reflection
For an electromagnetic wave propagating in the z direction, the electric field can be
written as,
E = E0 exp [i(!t  kz)] . (2.3.15)
Substituting the equation 2.3.8 for k results in
E = E0 exp
h
i
⇣
!t  !⌘
c
z
⌘i
. (2.3.16)
Taking the partial derivative with respect to z then describes how the wave changes as
it propagates through the plasma,
@E
@z
=  i!⌘
c
E . (2.3.17)
Equation 2.3.17 shows that when ⌘ is real only the phase of the wave changes with
propagation distance but any imaginary component of ⌘ (for ne > nc) results in damping
of the wave. The distance over which the electric field drops to 1/e of the input field is
known as the skin depth and is given by
 s =
c
!
✓
ne
nc
  1
◆  12
. (2.3.18)
2.3.7 Relativistic transparency
For high intensity lasers, the electron oscillation velocity can approach c and the plasma
frequency must be modified by the   factor due to the relativistic mass increase of the
electrons. This e↵ectively reduces the plasma frequency and increases the critical density
for a fixed wavelength laser pulse. Including this consideration, the refractive index of
the plasma can be estimated by
⌘ =
✓
1  neh inc
◆ 1
2
. (2.3.19)
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where nc is the non-relativistic critical density. The Lorentz factor, averaged over the
laser cycle can be expressed as (using equation 2.2.3 with ↵ = 1),
h i = 1 + ha
2i
2
= 1 +
a02
4
, for linear polarisation. (2.3.20)
Therefore, the skin depth of the plasma is lengthened for large a0 and the reflecting
surface moves due to this e↵ect. The actual a0 during the interaction may also change
due to interaction with the plasma, again changing the e↵ective skin depth of the plasma.
A more rigorous expression for ⌘ would require consideration of the full plasma e↵ect and
the influence of the reflected laser, such as given in [Weng12].
2.4 Over-dense plasma absorption processes
Plasmas for which !p > !0 are opaque and so the laser is reflected at the plasma surface.
However, the laser always interacts with some volume of the plasma and so some of the
energy of the laser pulse is absorbed. Several basic mechanisms exist by which this can
occur.
plasma&
laser&
ne = nc cos
2( )
ne = nc
 
Figure 2.6: For oblique angles of incidence the laser does not propagate to the critical
density surface. Instead it is refracted away at the surface with ne = cos2 ✓.
2.4.1 Resonance absorption
Resonance absorption occurs in solid target interactions for the electric field component
which is parallel to the density gradient of the plasma. In this process, electrons oscillate
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in the electric field and couple to plasma waves in the target. This can transfer energy
into the target beyond the region in which the laser field penetrates. Resonance occurs
in the region where ne = nc, where the oscillation of the electrons can be driven by
the evanescent electric field. This process requires a relatively large scale length plasma
(Lp    ), for the generation of plasma waves.
2.4.2 Vacuum heating
For very sharp density gradients electrons are accelerated into the target beyond the
penetration depth of the laser within one oscillation of the electric field. This requires
that the typical oscillation displacement of the electrons is greater than the scale length
of the plasma, i.e. rosc > Lp. Therefore, the electron is screened from the electric field
before it can reverse direction and does not feel the restoring force. This process generates
fast electrons at the target surface that propagate through the target and can transfer
energy to plasma which is remote from the laser field.
2.4.3 J⇥B heating
When the intensity becomes high enough (> 1018 Wcm 2), the electrons no longer experi-
ence simple harmonic motion as the magnetic field of the laser pulse begins to contribute
significantly to the acceleration. For the case of linear polarisation, as the electron moves
in the electric field it experiences a J⇥B force, which deflects the electrons in the prop-
agation direction of the laser. As the transverse electron velocity reverses so does the
direction of the J⇥B force, causing the electron to move in an approximately ‘C’ shaped
trajectory. At the critical surface this can push electrons, at 2!0, into the plasma beyond
the laser field (again for rosc > Lp), where they can then travel into the plasma and
deposit energy into the target.
2.5 Ion acceleration from solid targets
Interactions of high intensity lasers with solid density plasmas has resulted in ion beams
with peak energies of many 10’s MeV/nucleon [Snavely00,Clark00]. The laser energy is
transferred preferentially to the electrons in a plasma due to their higher charge to mass
ratio. Therefore, all ion acceleration mechanisms (at least for a0 < 2000) rely on transfer
of energy from the electrons to the ions in some way. The dominant mechanism by which
this transfer occurs depends on the laser intensity, the plasma density distribution and
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the geometry of the interaction.
For a typical planar foil target, the nature of the interaction changes with the changing
laser intensity and the expansion and heating of the target. Firstly, the laser rapidly
ionises the target and energetic electrons, generated by the ponderomotive force of the
laser, expand in all directions. Electrostatic fields are generated at the surfaces which
act to confine electrons to the target. Ions are also accelerated by these sheath fields and
the target expands. At high laser intensities, the radiation pressure of the laser exerts a
significant force on the laser-plasma boundary, which can accelerate this boundary in the
laser propagation direction. If the target is thin enough (< ⌧vhb), then the hole boring
front reaches the back of the target such that a small section of plasma breaks free and
is accelerated as a single mass by the radiation pressure of the laser. The plasma in this
case is free to expand laterally away from the laser and the density can drop below the
relativistic critical density. Then the laser maybe propagate freely through the plasma
stopping the radiation pressure acceleration and further heating the electron population.
2.5.1 Sheath acceleration
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Figure 2.7: a) Electrons gain energy from the ponderomotive force and are expelled from
the laser focus. An electrostatic sheath field is established at the front and
rear surfaces of the target. b) Ions are accelerated by the sheath field at the
front and rear surface of the target.
Electrons in the focal volume of an intense laser gain an energy approximately equal
to the ponderomotive potential (given by the spatial integral of equation 2.2.10) as
Ee = mc2a02/4. Therefore, for a0 > 1 electrons with Ee > 100 keV are constantly
accelerated from the laser focus. The mean free path of electrons of this energy in
aluminium is 100s of microns and so they can travel through thin targets and reach the
rear surface. At this point they generate a restoring electrostatic force which, along with
that set up by other electrons, accelerates the electrons back through the target again.
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Depending on the target thickness, this ‘recirculation’ can occur many times. Due to
the planar geometry, the direction of electrostatic sheath fields at both front and rear
surfaces is approximately normal to the target surface, leading to a planar acceleration of
ions [Snavely00,Clark00,Wilks01,Fuchs05]. Ions are predominantly accelerated from near
the target surfaces, which typically have environmental contamination layers. Therefore,
as well as the bulk ions from the target material, most experiments also see strongly
accelerated hydrogen, carbon and oxygen ions.
To first order, the peak ion energy generated by this mechanism can be calculated as
[Mora03],
Ei ' 2
✓
nekBTe
✏0
◆ 1
2
 
ln
"✓
2
e
◆ 1
2
!pit
#!2
, (2.5.1)
where !pi is the ion plasma frequency, t is the acceleration time, and Te is the electron
temperature. Taking the ponderomotive scaling for Te (section 2.2.1), gives Ei / (IL ) 12 .
2.5.2 Radiation pressure acceleration
The momentum change of photons when light reflects or is absorbed at a surface causes
that surface to accelerate [Marx66]. For the case of a surface at rest with a laser at
normal incidence this force is given by,
Fph =
dpph
dt
=
I
c
A(1 +R), (2.5.2)
where I is the laser intensity, A is the surface area, and R is the reflectivity of the
surface. This force acts to push electrons away from the laser, creating an electrostatic
potential which accelerates the initially static ions in the laser propagation direction.
This electrostatic potential moves through the plasma at a velocity at which the change
in momentum of the photons and the plasma ions balance. This velocity is known as
the hole-boring velocity [Wilks92], vhb, as it is the rate at which a laser can bore a hole
into a plasma surface. In the frame of reference moving at the hole-boring velocity (see
figure 2.8), the rate of change of momentum of the ions in the plasma is (assuming 100%
reflection of the ions),
dpi
dt
= 2nimiAvhb
2 . (2.5.3)
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Equating equations 2.5.2 and 2.5.3 gives the hole boring velocity as,
vhb =
✓
I (1 +R)
2cnimi
◆ 1
2
, (2.5.4)
For a laser with I = 1 ⇥ 1021 Wcm 2 and a solid carbon target then vhb ⇡ 0.01c. For
such parameters the interaction can be accurately treated as non-relativistic so that the
derivation of equation 2.5.4 is valid and in this case the resultant accelerated ion energy
is,
Ei =
I(1 +R)
cni
. (2.5.5)
ne
x  vhbt
vhb
 vhb
Figure 2.8: The radiation pressure of the laser creates a force in the propagation direction
at the laser plasma boundary, which is balanced by the acceleration of the
ions in the plasma. The ions reflect from the laser plasma boundary and are
accelerated to 2vhb.
For multi-species targets the hole-boring velocity is determined by the mass density of
the target and all ions are accelerated to the same energy per nucleon. Therefore, high
intensity laser pulses and lower density targets increase the maximum energy of the
ions produced. For vhb ⇠ c a fully relativistic derivation is required, and is provided
by [Robinson09].
It is also possible for high intensity lasers to drive a non-collisional electrostatic shock
that propagates through the target at a few times the ion sound speed [Silva04] and
can accelerate background ions in the same ways as hole-boring acceleration. As the ion
sound speed increases with temperature, cs =
p
ZkbTe/mi, a hotter plasma will result
in a higher energy for shock accelerated ions. Therefore, the final ion energy has a weak
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dependence on laser intensity, Ei / pa.
For targets with thickness (d) on the order of the plasma skin depth, the entire elec-
tron population is subject to the radiation pressure, and the ions in the target may be
accelerated as a whole. This is known as the ‘light sail’ mechanism, as the radiation
pressure acts to accelerate a fixed mass of plasma. Equation 2.5.2 is then balanced by
the acceleration of the ions:
I
c
A(1 +R) = nimidA
dv
dt
. (2.5.6)
The ion energies can be estimated by integrating equation 2.5.6 from an initial state of
rest over the interaction duration. Assuming a top hat pulse of duration ⌧ the final ion
energy is,
Ei =
mi
2

⌧I
c A
(1 +R)
 2
. (2.5.7)
where  A = nimid is the areal density of the target. For I = 1 ⇥ 1021 W cm 2, ⌧ =
30 fs and a 5 nm carbon target then vi ⇡ 0.04c. Here the ion velocities are still well
described non-relativistically. However, the linear scaling with ⌧/d makes it possible to
achieve conditions for which relativistic e↵ects become important. Taking into account
the Doppler shifted laser intensity and the relativistic mass increase as in [Esirkepov04,
Robinson08], the ion momentum is given by,
pi = mic
✓
sinh( )  1
4 sinh( )
◆
, (2.5.8)
where,
 =
1
3
sinh 1

6It
 Ac2
+ 2
 
. (2.5.9)
Light sail acceleration has the most promising intensity scaling of all the mechanisms
described here. However, if you include the necessity that the target must reflect the
laser pulse, then the required target mass scales with intensity also. This reduces the
maximum energies attainable for a0   1 compared to when this requirement is ignored.
Figure 2.9 shows the theoretical maximum ion energies per nucleon for optimal conditions
with a 40 fs Ti-Sapphire laser. The maximum ion energies from sheath acceleration are
calculated from equation 2.5.1 [Mora03], with the acceleration duration taken as the pulse
duration of the laser. For the hole-boring calculations, a pure hydrogen plasma at the
relativistic critical density is chosen to maximise the predicted energies while maintaining
reflection of the driving pulse. For the light-sail acceleration calculations, the target
thickness is set to the relativistic skin depth. The maximum ion energy then occurs when
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Figure 2.9: Theoretical energy scalings of three ion acceleration mechanisms for ideal
conditions. The requirement that the plasma reflects the laser reduces the
energy scaling of the light-sail and hole-boring mechanisms for a0   1.
the target is twice the relativistic critical density. Also plotted are enhanced regimes
for which the pulse length is increased (sheath and light-sail acceleration), and the laser
wavelength is increased (hole-boring acceleration). It is interesting to note that although
the radiation pressure driven mechanisms have a faster scaling with intensity than sheath
acceleration, the target requirements reduce this scaling at high intensity. In addition, it
seems that sheath acceleration is still hard to beat for an ultrashort laser. But with longer
pulse lengths light-sail acceleration becomes more favourable. Using a longer wavelength
is also beneficial as lower density plasmas can be used to enhance hole-boring and light-sail
velocities. Indeed, recent experiments have made use of 10 µm lasers to generate proton
beams from gas targets with very narrow energy spreads [Palmer11,Haberberger11].
2.6 Harmonic generation in solid density plasmas
Several mechanisms exist for the generation of harmonics of a driving laser frequency in
a plasma. These can convert some of the laser energy into shorter wavelength beams,
which can be useful for secondary applications or as a diagnostic of the plasma. The
degree to which harmonic generation occurs, and also what mechanism is responsible,
depends both on the laser intensity, the plasma geometry and density profile.
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2.6.1 Reflected laser harmonics
The electromagnetic oscillation of the laser pulse acts to drive electron currents in the
target surface at the fundamental frequency of the laser !0. The driving laser then couples
with this oscillation and can lead to new frequency components being generated at integer
harmonics of the laser frequency. The reflected laser can only couple to oscillations
which are normal to the plane of reflection, and so the !0 motion is only seen for p-
polarised interactions. However, for normal incidence, or for s-polarised interactions,
the laser can couple to the J ⇥ B motion of the electron at 2!0, resulting in odd order
harmonics only. The e ciency of energy conversion to harmonics increases rapidly once
the electron motion becomes relativistic, i.e. for a0 > 1. This mechanism is known as
the relativistic oscillating mirror (ROM) [Bulanov94, Lichters96, Linde96, Gordienko04,
Baeva06] and was observed both in computer PIC simulations [Gibbon96,Plaja98] and
experimentally [Norreys96,Zepf98,Tarasevitch00,Dromey06].
2.6.2 Plasma wave emission
The oscillating electric and magnetic fields can drive electron bunches into the target
at !0 and 2!0. As these electron bunches travel through the plasma they can set up
plasma oscillations at the local resonant frequency, dictated by the plasma frequency.
These plasma waves can in turn emit radiation (via linear mode conversion [Sheng05]),
from either the front or rear surfaces of the target, containing harmonics of the electron
bunch frequency up to the maximum resonant plasma frequency, limited by the peak
density of the target [George09]. This process, known as coherent wake emission (CWE)
[Que´re´06], is e cient for a0 ⌧ 1 and for solid density plasma, harmonics up to 20–30 !0
are generated. Measuring the peak observed harmonic order can be a useful diagnostic
of plasma density, especially in the case of pre-expanded thin targets [Ho¨rlein11].
2.6.3 Transition radiation
The electron bunches generated at the laser-plasma boundary can also generate transi-
tion radiation as they cross the plasma-vacuum boundary at the rear of the target. This
radiation is coherently generated at wavelengths which are larger than the longitudinal
structures of the bunch. For shorter wavelengths the radiation is incoherent and therefore
produced with a much lower e ciency. Electron bunches driven by the oscillating laser
fields arrive at regular time intervals 2⇡/!0 or ⇡/!0, so the emitted radiation is con-
structed of harmonics of !0 or 2!0 [Zheng03,Bellei12]. In addition, the emitted spectral
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intensity has a strong negative dependence on frequency at ! ⇠ !p [Schroeder04].
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Figure 2.10: The regularly spaced electron bunches generate an electromagnetic field as
they cross the boundary between materials with di↵erent dielectric con-
stants.
2.7 Electron acceleration in underdense plasmas
As a laser propagates through underdense plasma, the ponderomotive force expels elec-
trons from regions of high intensity. As the laser propagates onwards, the expelled elec-
trons experience a net positive charge on axis. The attractive restoring force causes the
electrons to oscillate radially at the plasma frequency and so a plasma wave is generated
in the wake of the laser pulse as shown in figure 2.11. For a laser which has a shorter
pulse duration than half of the plasma wave period this process is resonant [Andreev92],
leading to a stronger density perturbation.
The phase velocity of the plasma wave is determined by the group velocity of the laser,
which is dependent on the density of the plasma as in equation 2.3.12. The longitudinal
structure of the plasma wave is shown in figure 2.12. An electron positioned in this
plasma wave would experience a longitudinal force from the electrostatic field that would
act to accelerate the electron either forwards or backwards, depending on the position of
the electron. The force on the electron also changes in time, due to the relative motion
of the electron and the plasma wave. However, if an electron can be accelerated to close
to vg before leaving the accelerating region, then it becomes ‘trapped’ and is accelerated
for an extended length. Eventually, the electron out-runs the plasma wave and leaves the
accelerating region. The distance travelled by the electron in this time is known as the
dephasing length and this sets the maximum achievable energy for a non-evolving plasma
wave.
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Figure 2.11: The laser pulse (shown in red) is moving towards the right hand side of
the picture creating wave structure in the electron density (shown in blue).
The trajectories of electrons (shown in white) that define the edges of the
ion cavities show the transverse oscillation of the plasma at the plasma
frequency.
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Figure 2.12: A cartoon of the electron density profile of a 1D plasma wave driven by a
short laser pulse. The density perturbations cause longitudinal electrostatic
fields, which accelerates electrons (shown in green) either in the forwards
or backwards direction depending on their position in the wake. Electrons
travelling in the accelerating region at close to vg are accelerated over many
plasma periods.
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2.7.1 Analytical approximations
Plasma waves are made up of the oscillation of electrons in a constant uniform ion density
background. For a 1D system where the order of electrons is preserved, i.e. no electron
trajectories intersect, then the electric field experienced by an electron is given by Gauss’
law as,
Ex =
eneD(x)
✏0
, (2.7.1)
whereD(x) is the displacement from the equilibrium position of an electron. The equation
of motion is therefore,
d2
dt2
D(x) =  !p2D(x) . (2.7.2)
where !p2 = e2ne/(me✏0). For a plasma wave set up by the propagation of a laser pulse
the phase velocity of the wave is equal to the group velocity of the laser, i.e. kp = !p/vg.
Therefore, the solution to the equation 2.7.2 is of the form,
D(x) = A sin(!pt  kpx) . (2.7.3)
This derivation is valid as long as particles do not cross [Dawson59], i.e. |@D/@x| < 1,
which gives a maximum amplitude of the particle displacements of 1/kp. For amplitudes
greater than this, particle trajectories cross and the derivation is no longer valid. Such
behaviour begins to destroy the wave and so this is commonly known as the wave-breaking
limit, for which the maximum longitudinal electric field is (for a zero-temperature, non-
relativistic plasma),
E0 =
!pmec
e
. (2.7.4)
For a 3D system, electrons are also ejected radially, setting up a simultaneous radial
plasma oscillation. This system can be solved in the linear case using cold fluid equations
[Gorbunov87,Sprangle88,Esarey09] to give the plasma response,✓
@2
@t2
+ !p
2
◆
 ne
n0
= c2r2a2/2 , (2.7.5)
where  ne is the perturbation to the background density and a is the normalised vector
potential of the driving laser. The resulting electrostatic field ( ) is given by,✓
@2
@t2
+ !p
2
◆
  = !p
2a2/2 . (2.7.6)
These equations only apply below the wave-breaking limit (equation 2.7.4) and so do
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not accurately describe systems for which a   1.
For larger amplitude plasma waves, the plasma wave becomes non-sinusoidal. Detailed
analysis of this in 1D is provided in [Bulanov89,Sprangle90,Esarey09], leading to coupled
equations that describe the plasma-response and the evolution of the laser pulse. It is
seen that the length of the wake increases as the system becomes more non-linear, as
given by,
 Np =
2
⇡
Emax
E0
 p , (2.7.7)
where Emax is the peak longitudinal electric field of the plasma wave. No analytical
solution to a full 3D non-linear plasma wave has been found and so exploration of this
regime has been through experiments and computer (PIC) simulations.
2.7.2 Blowout regime
2D and 3D PIC simulations of wakefields generated by short-pulse ultra-relativistic lasers
reveal that the laser fully expels the electrons from the region of the pulse, creating an
ion cavity [Pukhov02,Kostyukov04,Gordienko05,Lu07]. This is know as the ‘blowout’ or
‘bubble’ regime as the ion-cavity is seen to be spherical with a radius of,
Rb = 2
p
a0
c
!p
. (2.7.8)
The plasma wave is highly non-linear in this regime and so wave-breaking is seen to
destroy the wakefield after a few periods.
2.7.3 Electron injection and trapping
Electrons that persist in the accelerating field region of a plasma-wakefield obtain high
energies very rapidly due to the large (Ex > 1011 Vm 1) longitudinal electric field. How-
ever, as the accelerating structure is travelling at approximately the group velocity of the
laser (vg ⇡ c), stationary electrons only experience the accelerating force for a short time
⇠  p/c. Electrons that are injected into the accelerating structure with velocity close the
phase velocity of the wakefield can become trapped by the longitudinal and transverse
focusing fields and accelerated over many plasma wavelengths. This is possible by in-
jecting an external electron beam into the wakefield or by self-injection of electrons from
within the plasma.
For self-injection to occur, electrons must be travelling forwards at the phase velocity of
the plasma wave (v ) by the time they reach the rear of the accelerating region of the
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wakefield. The trapping threshold, as derived from the electron trajectories around a
spherical ion cavity, can be expressed as [Thomas10],
c
p
ln [2 p2]  1
!pRb
. 1
2
, (2.7.9)
where  p is the Lorentz factor of the phase velocity of the wakefield. Therefore, trapping
occurs more easily at higher densities and for greater a0. An initially hot plasma may
also help trapping [Katsouleas88], as some of the background electrons have a forward
momentum before entering the wakefield.
2.7.4 Guiding of laser pulses in underdense plasma
As described in section 2.1.2, the divergence angle of a focused laser pulse in vacuum can
be approximated as,
⇥D =
 r
zR
. (2.7.10)
In order to maintain the electron acceleration process over distances greater than zr, a
radially dependent phase velocity is required to prevent the laser pulse from diverging.
Generation of a focusing e↵ect requires that the phase velocity increases with distance
from the axis. This can occur due to a radial density profile and, in the case of rela-
tivistically intense pulses, a radial intensity profile. Both of these e↵ects are naturally
generated by the geometry of a focused laser pulse and the ponderomotive expulsion of
electrons from the laser axis.
Relativistic self-focusing occurs for laser pulses with peak powers in excess of the critical
power for relativistic self-focusing (see appendix A.2), given by,
Pcrit ' 17nc
ne
[GW] , (2.7.11)
to a laser spot size given by,
 r =
4
p
2
a0
c
!p
. (2.7.12)
In some cases the laser is intense enough to completely expel all of the electrons from the
laser axis to a distance known as the blowout radius [Sun87], given by,
Rb = 2
p
a0
c
!p
. (2.7.13)
The guiding conditions then change as there is no focusing structure within Rb. The
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guided spot size is then  r ⇡ Rb.
2.7.5 Pump-depletion
The acceleration length in a laser-driven wakefield accelerator is limited by the distance
over which the laser remains intense enough to drive the wake. As the laser propagates,
it inevitably loses energy due to the di↵raction of the leading edge of the pulse, and from
the generation of the wakefield itself. Decker et al. [Decker96] calculate the energy lost
in driving the wake (using the phenomenology observed in 1D PIC simulations), in order
to derive a pulse-front etching model for pump-depletion, with an etching velocity of,
vetch =
!p2
!02
c . (2.7.14)
Therefore, the pulse front moves back through the laser pulse as it propagates, and the
energy ahead of that front is depleted. This eventually reduces the intensity of the pulse
so that it no longer drives a wakefield. Also, the phase velocity of the wake now moves
at vg  vetch. Further work to calculate pump depletion from the energy required to drive
the transverse electron current [Shadwick09] arrives at an energy loss rate of,
1
E(0)
@E(t)
@t
=  !pkp
2
k0
2
Emax
2
E0
2 , (2.7.15)
where E is the pulse energy, Emax is the maximum longitudinal electric field amplitude
of the wake and E0 is the electric field at the wave-breaking limit.
2.7.6 Dephasing
Once a trapped electron begins accelerating in a wakefield, it begins to overtake the
wakefield structure, which is limited to the laser group velocity. In the linear case once
an electron has been accelerated over a distance of vg p/[2(c   vg)] then the electron
leaves the accelerating region of the wakefield. This distance is known as the dephasing
length. In the case of pulse front etching, this length is shortened due to the reduction
in the phase velocity of the wakefield. For non-linear wake-fields or the blowout regime,
the dephasing length is longer, as the accelerating structure is longer than  p.
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Figure 2.13: An electromagnetic wave co-moving with a refractive index gradient expe-
riences a change in wavelength due to the longitudinal variation in phase
velocity. In this case the phase velocity is greatest at the front, so that the
radiation is red-shifted.
2.7.7 Photon acceleration and pulse compression
As the laser is co-moving with a longitudinal refractive index gradient, created by the
electron density perturbation and the intensity gradients of the laser pulse, the pulse
spectrum and temporal properties evolve as the laser propagates. The spectral modifica-
tions arise due to the longitudinal variation of the phase velocity over the length of the
pulse, as shown in figure 2.13.
Assuming that the refractive index is relatively constant over a laser wavelength then the
rate at which the wavelength changes is,
d 
dt
= c 
@
@z
⌘ 1 , (2.7.16)
and in terms of angular frequency this becomes,
d!
dt
=  ! @
@t
ln ⌘ . (2.7.17)
The refractive index depends on the electron density and the relativistic e↵ect of the
ponderomotive force, so gradients in both density and intensity contribute to wavelength
shifts. In a short pulse laser-driven wakefield red-shifting is seen to occur towards the
front of the pulse and blue-shifting can occur near the rear [Wilks89,Schreiber10]. Also,
as the plasma density at the rear of the pulse is much lower, the group velocity is closer
to c than at the leading edge of the pulse. This results in pulse compression from the
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rear of the pulse, as illustrated in figure 2.14.
ne I
z   vgt
Figure 2.14: An illustration of pulse compression in a short-pulse laser-driven wakefield.
The group velocity at the rear of the pulse is greater than at the leading
edge, resulting in compression of the pulse.
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Chapter 3
Methods
3.1 Astra-Gemini laser
The experimental work presented in this thesis was performed on the Astra-Gemini laser
at the Central Laser Facility based at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. This is a
dual-beam titanium-sapphire laser, which can produce up to 15 J in 40 fs pulses at a
central wavelength of 800 nm. The laser can be fired every 20 seconds in full power
mode, with CW and 10 Hz lasers available for alignment purposes. The final collimated
beam diameter is 15 cm and focusing parabolic mirrors in the f/1 – f/20 range are
available. The flexible experimental target area allows for a huge variety of gas and solid
target experiments.
3.2 Frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG)
Frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) is a diagnostic for measuring the intensity
and phase of a laser pulse (for a good overview of the diagnostic see [Trebino00]). This
provides the intensity profile of the pulse, and the instantaneous frequency. FROGs were
originally used to diagnose laser systems such as oscillators, amplifiers, stretchers and
compressors and allowed optimisation of pulse lengths in order to get the highest peak
powers possible. They can also be used as diagnostics of laser-plasma interactions by
tracking changes to the laser spectrum and temporal profile caused by the interaction.
The type of FROG used in this thesis is based on second harmonic generation in a
birefringent crystal (SHG-FROG). This method is more sensitive than third-order devices,
and also has a greater dynamic range, which is advantageous to measurements in laser-
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plasma experiments as the signal can be highly variable. Second harmonic generation is
a non-linear optical process, in which a high intensity electromagnetic field a↵ects the
refractive index of the material through which it propagates. The material response to
an electric field is termed as the polarisation density P (see section 2.1.4). The second
harmonic term for a single pulse is given by,
ESHG(t) / E1(t)2 exp [2i(!1t  k1 · r)] . (3.2.1)
Crossing two waves, E1 and E2, in a material produces three second harmonics pulses,
one for each pulse individually and the cross-correlations term, given by,
EC(t) / E1(t)E2(t) exp [i((!1 + !2)t  (k1 + k2) · r)] . (3.2.2)
For two identical input pulses, as created by splitting a single pulse with a partially
reflecting mirror, then this cross-correlation term is know as the autocorrelation. This
can be used as a diagnostic (an autocorrelator) to measure the duration of a laser pulse,
by measuring the intensity of the autocorrelation term for a range of di↵erent time delays
between the two pulses. The intensity will be greatest when the time delay is zero and will
decrease for increasing time delay at a rate which is dependent on the temporal profile of
the pulse. The pulse length can be retrieved from this information, if a particular pulse
shape is assumed, i.e. a gaussian. By introducing a small angle between the two pulses,
the same information can be collected on a single shot, as the delay between them is
mapped onto the transverse dimension of the beams, as illustrated in figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Schematic of the autocorrelation process.
For a FROG the autocorrelation is resolved spectrally, typically by placing a grating in
the autocorrelation beam. The resulting image has the relative delay between the two
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replica pulses on one axis and the spectrum of the autocorrelated pulse on the other.
Figure 3.2 shows the calculated FROG images for a 10 fs pulse with a flat phase and
after propagation through fused silica. In this case the reflection and absorption are
ignored, but the spectral phase is modified due to the wavelength dependent refractive
index of the propagation medium. For most materials the dispersion is positive, i.e. it
imparts a positive chirp on a pulse passing through it (longer wavelengths travel faster).
However, plasma has a negative dispersion.
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Figure 3.2: (Left) Temporal intensity profile (blue) and instantaneous frequency (red)
and (Right) FROG traces of a 10 fs unchirped gaussian pulse (Top) and after
numerical propagation through (Middle) 4 mm and (Bottom) 8 mm of fused
silica glass.
For the SHG-FROG the equation that gives the FROG trace for a particular electric field
E(t) is given by,
IFROG(!, ⌧) =
    Z 1 1E(t)E(t  ⌧) exp[ i!t]dt
    2 , (3.2.3)
where ⌧ is the relative delay of the two pulses. As this is an autocorrelation, a posi-
tive delay gives the same result as a negative delay, so the SHG-FROG trace is always
symmetrical about ⌧ = 0. There is no function which directly obtains the electric field
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from this image, so instead it is retrieved by guessing the electric field and comparing the
calculated FROG image for the guess pulse to the measured image. This guess is then
iteratively improved until the best fit is found, which gives the retrieved pulse.
Due to the mathematics of the diagnostic, carrier envelope phase of the pulse can not
be retrieved. Also, equation 3.2.3 shows that E(t) will give the same FROG trace as
E( t), so the time direction can also not be directly found. However, this ambiguity can
be resolved if an asymmetric time-dependent property of the pulse is known in advance,
such as the chirp of the pulse [Schreiber10].
3.2.1 FROG retrieval algorithm
The comparison of a calculated FROG trace to a measured FROG trace is quantified by
the FROG error,
G(k) =
vuut 1
N2
NX
i,j=1
   IFROG(!i, ⌧j)  µ(k)I(k)FROG(!i, ⌧j)   2 , (3.2.4)
where IFROG is the measured FROG image, I
(k)
FROG is the calculated FROG image for the
kth guess electric field, N2 is the number of pixels in each image (both images must be
square and have the same size) and µ(k) is the scalar which minimises the error of the kth
guess field.
By calculating the error G(k) for a large number of possible electric fields, an accurate
reconstruction of the actual electric field can be made. In practice, there are several
processes by which a guess can be modified using the experimental data in order to get
an improved guess. The ones used in the program FROGed, written for the analysis in
this thesis, are outlined in the following sections.
3.2.1.1 Data and mathematical constraints
The signal field for an SHG FROG is defined as,
Esig(t, ⌧) = E(t)E(t  ⌧) . (3.2.5)
The data constraint, contained in equation 3.2.3, dictates that the magnitude of the
Fourier Transform of this quantity must be equal to the square root of the measured
FROG trace. Therefore, the signal field for a particular guess electric field can be modified
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to comply with the data constraint,
E˜(k+1)sig (!, ⌧) =
E˜(k)sig (!, ⌧)   E˜(k)sig (!, ⌧)   
p
IFROG . (3.2.6)
The phase is unchanged by this operation so it is extremely unlikely to be the correct
solution. However, a new guess field can be calculated from the signal field in the time
domain using the mathematical constraint given by,
E(k+1)(t) =
Z 1
 1
E(k+1)sig (t, ⌧)d⌧ . (3.2.7)
Iteratively repeating this process will converge very quickly towards to the electric field
responsible for the measured FROG trace in the majority of cases but will not usually
produce a good final result by itself except for the simplest of pulses. Consequently, the
first iterations of FROGed are always using these basic constraints to quickly arrive at
an approximate solution.
3.2.1.2 Generalised projections
The generalised projections method (GP) also solves the data and mathematical con-
straints but with an additional requirement that the guess field is modified as little as
possible when complying with each constraint. For the data constraint function this is
achieved in the same way as described above but for the mathematical constraint it is
necessary to minimise the function,
Z =
NX
i,j=1
   E(k+1)sig (ti, ⌧j)  E(k)(ti)E(k)(ti   ⌧j)   2 . (3.2.8)
This can be achieved by following the negative gradient of Z to find the electric field
which minimises Z. This minimisation is computationally intensive, so instead the power
method principle component GP algorithm, as developed in [Kane97] [Kane98], is used.
In the majority of cases the GP algorithm is su cient to obtain an excellent retrieval.
However, purely running a GP algorithm is likely to stagnate at a local minimum, so
beginning the algorithm from di↵erent initial guesses will help to find a solution closer
to the global minimum.
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3.2.1.3 Genetic algorithm
A genetic algorithm (GA) attempts to retrieve an unknown answer to a problem by pure
‘trial and error’. It starts with a population of proposed guess solutions and quantifies
the fitness of each, i.e. how well it fits the measured data. It then produces a second
generation of guesses by combining features from the previous set and adding some ran-
dom variations. This approach mimics how evolution creates solutions to problems in
nature and can produce good results in a surprisingly short number of generations. It
also has the advantage that very little about the system has to be known in advance, as
long as there is a way to assess the quality of each individual. The main approaches to
generating a new generation of potential solutions are as follows:
1. Breeding: Two solutions from one generation are combined to create a new solution.
This is done by randomly selecting 50% of values from each parent solution and
combining them into the o↵spring solution. The parents can be selected at random,
or preferentially from those with a high level of fitness. This process takes the
diversity between the existing solutions and creates new combinations, which will
converge to the optimum arrangement of the parts of the initial solutions.
2. Mutation: Single individuals can be subjected to some random changes to elements.
This provides new elements for potential solutions which can lead to the fortuitous
discovery of elements of the optimal solution.
Each generation maintains at least the best solution from the previous generation so that
the best solution is always preserved and each generation has the potential to create
a better solution. It is also important to keep a high level of variation within each
generation of solutions so that there is a large potential for generating novel solutions at
each iteration. This can be controlled by specifying what processes to use in generating
new solutions. Preferentially using the best solutions for breeding for the next generation
increases the number of solutions which are close to optimal, which are the most likely
to produce an improved solution. Increasing the number and strength of mutations
increases the variation within each generation, which increases the likelihood of finding
new solutions. Therefore, it is important to balance both of these parameters for optimal
convergence of the genetic algorithm.
Monitoring minimum, maximum and average fitness of each generation of solutions gives
an indication of how well the algorithm is performing, as shown in figure 3.3. In this
case the population of solutions all quickly converged to the same solution and progress
stalled. The GA control program then increased the proportion of produced solutions
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Figure 3.3: Example plot of the minimum (blue), maximum (red) and average (green)
FROG errors of the solutions in each generation of a genetic algorithm.
that contained random mutations, and reduced the number of solutions that took values
from the best solutions. This resulted in an increase in diversity of the solutions, so
that the GA could again make progress. As the average FROG error increased above
a threshold value, relative to the minimum error, these changes are reversed and the
average error reduces again. This control logic is important to stop the GA saturating or
diverging after a few iterations.
3.2.1.4 Algorithm control
Each retrieval algorithm is capable of reducing the FROG error, but they do so at di↵erent
speeds and e ciencies. In addition, each algorithm alone is prone to stagnation at local
minima. For these reasons, a program that switches between the di↵erent algorithms
with varying initial conditions will produce better results than any one method running
in isolation. In FROGed, the basic data constraint algorithm is utilised first, as it is
the quickest and normally produces a good approximation from a random starting point.
The generalised projections method is slower but is capable of finding a much more
accurate solution and so it uses the best solution found by the data constraint algorithm
as the starting point. The algorithms are switched when each method stagnates, i.e. no
significant progress of the FROG error value for a given number of iterations. After a
few attempts with each method, the algorithm switches to the genetic algorithm, which
is the slowest but can find much better solutions away from a local minima. An example
of the progress of FROGed is shown in figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Example plot of the progress of the FROG error showing the switch between
algorithms.
3.2.1.5 Data gridding
The FROG pulse retrieval algorithms use fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) for the various
calculations and this requires that the temporal axis and the frequency axis are related
by,
d! =
2⇡
Ndt
. (3.2.9)
Therefore the FROG trace needs to be remapped so that the dispersion axis is linear in !.
It then must be resized into an N⇥N grid that satisfies equation 3.2.9 and which is large
enough to contain the data. The size of the grid required depends on the complexity of
the measured pulse, with more complex pulses requiring a larger grid, due to their large
time-bandwidth product. The grid size is limited to values of N = 2n, where n is an
integer, for which the FFT routine is optimal.
It is also vitally important to set t = 0 on the delay axis for the correct pixel, to avoid
errors in the pulse length. In an ideal case, this corresponds to the image maximum and
also the centre of weight of the image. However, in the presence of detector noise or
intensity asymmetries this will not be the case, so the image centre must be selected as
the mirror axis of the image as shown in figure 3.5.
3.2.2 Retrieved pulse analysis
The final FROG error achieved by the retrieval process is indicative of the confidence
levels of the retrieved pulse, and values of 0.02 or less (as given by equation 3.2.4) were
found to correlate with good retrievals. However, if an overly large grid size is used lots of
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Figure 3.5: Example of an experimental FROG trace centred on a 256 ⇥ 256 grid with
lines at t =  40, 0 and 40 fs to aid selection of the mirror axis.
cells will have a value of zero far away from the actual signal. This creates an artificially
low error, as a large variety of erroneous pulses could satisfy this requirement. Also
intensity variations in some regions of the image, or a low dynamic range of the image
can result in a high FROG error for an apparently good retrieval. For this reason, each
image is also assessed individually to determine if (for a FROG error which is close to
0.02) the measurement should be included or rejected in the analysis. Example retrieval
images are shown in figure 3.6. The top row is an example of a relatively large numerical
error for a good retrieval. Here, the numerical error is increased due to the noisy image
with a beam imperfection. The middle row shows a good retrieval with a low error.
The bottom image has a good numerical error but the retrieval was badly a↵ected by a
non-symmetric measured FROG and needs to be discarded. Asymmetries can occur due
to spatial variations in the input beam, leading to an erroneous FROG trace.
Once the pulse retrievals are obtained, there remains the time-direction ambiguity which
is unavoidable in an SHG-FROG. This ambiguity can only be removed by applying some
outside knowledge of the pulse shape. For example, if there is su cient glass in the optical
path before the FROG diagnostic then the pulse must be positively chirped. Knowing
this, the potential solution with a negative chirp can be discarded. Another method,
developed during the work for this thesis, employed two separate FROGs with di↵erent
optical path lengths. The correct retrievals for each FROG must therefore have a relative
di↵erence in chirp which is equal to that caused by the optical path di↵erence.
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Figure 3.6: (Left) Measured FROG traces and (right) FROG traces calculated from the
retrieved pulses. The FROG error for the retrieval is shown to the right of
each row.
3.2.3 FROG calibration
The electric field of two identical pulses separated in time by  t is given by,
E(t) = E0 exp
"
 (t  t/2)
2
2 t2
#
exp [i!0(t  t/2)]
+E0 exp
"
 (t+ t/2)
2
2 t2
#
exp [i!0(t+ t/2)] . (3.2.10)
The Fourier Transform of this field has the form,
E(!) =
p
S(!) exp

i!
 t
2
 
exp[ (!)] . (3.2.11)
The spectrum of the two pulses, given by |E(!)|2 will have an envelope of S(!), which is
modulated with peaks separated by  ! = 2⇡/ t.
The SHG-FROG used to obtain the results presented in chapters 4 and 5 was calibrated
using a double pulse generated by an interferometer. The measured spectrum shown in
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figure 3.7 shows a spectral intensity oscillation at  ! = 0.03 rad fs 1, indicating a pulse
separation of  t = 209 fs. This gives the calibration of the temporal and spectral axes
of the FROG by measuring the peak separation in the image (figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.7: (left) FROG trace and (right) spectrum of a double pulse generated with an
interferometer. The spectrum is used to calculate the pulse separation and
then calibrate the FROG image.
3.3 Plasma mirrors
Plasma mirrors have been successfully used to temporally filter ultra-short laser pulses
[Kapteyn91,Gold94]. In this interaction, a flat glass optic which has been coated with an
anti-reflection (R < 1%) coating is illuminated by the laser beam with a peak intensity
which is higher than the ionisation threshold. The optic is therefore transparent to any
laser energy which arrives prior to the peak of the pulse but then is highly reflective
once the ionisation threshold is reached. This enhances the contrast ratio of the reflected
pulse and allows solid density interactions at higher intensities with a much reduced scale
length.
Figure 3.8 shows how a plasma mirror results in a reflected laser pulse with a better
contrast than the input pulse. For optimal operation, the peak intensity must be tuned
(by defocusing on the mirror) such that the reflectivity of the main pulse is high, while
gating out the energy preceding that pulse. Increasing the intensity beyond this point
can actually reduce the reflectivity and the focusability of the beam, due to the creation
of a large scale-length plasma [Ziener03].
Plasma mirrors were used for the solid-target experiments described in chapters 5-6 to
increase the contrast of the Astra-Gemini laser from ⇡ 106 to ⇡ 1010. In this set-up the
beam was focused with an o↵-axis f/7 parabolic mirror onto two anti-reflection coated
glass blocks, such that the the focus was between them. The beam was then collimated
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of the operation of a plasma mirror
by an identical parabolic mirror. This reduced the available energy of the laser by 50%
but allowed high-intensity interactions with unperturbed targets.
3.4 Particle-in-cell simulations
Simulations included in this thesis were performed using OSIRIS [Fonseca02] and EPOCH
[Brady11], both fully relativistic, three-dimensional, parallel particle-in-cell (PIC) codes.
For the main simulations performed here, the codes were operated in a cartesian 2D3V
mode for which a 2D spatial grid was used but with fields and velocities defined in 3D.
This is physically equivalent to having infinite and uniform plasma and fields in the
unused third physical dimension. Some simulations were also performed in 1D3V, mainly
for convergence testing. Ionisation was not simulated, so it was necessary to specify initial
ion and electron densities and charge-to-mass ratios which appropriately represented the
expected ionisation states in the simulated experiment. The simulations were performed
on the cx1 cluster based at the High Performance Computing service at Imperial College
London. This cluster allows simulations to be performed on up to 72 nodes for up to 72
hours per job.
3.4.1 Spatial and temporal resolution
The numerical methods used in the PIC codes require that the cell size,  x, and the time
step,  t, comply with the Courant condition which for a 2D grid is c2 t2 <  x2 + y2.
For a square grid ( x =  y) this leads to c t <  x/
p
2. Also the accuracy to which
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plane waves can be reproduced is characterised by [Birdsall91], 
sin ! t2
c t
!2
=
 
sin kx x2
 x
!2
+
 
sin ky y2
 y
!2
. (3.4.1)
In e↵ect this modifies the vacuum dispersion relation and results in the group and phase
velocities of an electromagnetic wave di↵ering from c. This becomes of critical importance
for simulations of underdense laser-plasma interactions, specifically laser-wakefield accel-
erators where the group velocity of the laser is critically important (see appendix A.3).
It is also important to have su ciently small cell size to resolve important parameters
such as the plasma skin depth and, in the case of ultra-thin targets, the target thickness.
3.4.2 Calculating the space charge fields
In order to measure the simulated laser field in the presence of plasma it is necessary to
remove the space charge contribution to the electric field. This can be calculated from
the charge density distribution (⇢), using the definition,
r · E =  r ·r  = ⇢
✏0
, (3.4.2)
and the di↵erential property of Fourier Transforms,
F

d2 
dx2
+
d2 
dy2
 
= F

d2 
dx2
 
+ F

d2 
dy2
 
=  kx2F [ ]  ky2F [ ] . (3.4.3)
Taking the Fourier Transform of equation 3.4.2 gives,
  = F 1

1
(kx
2 + ky
2)✏0
F (⇢)
 
. (3.4.4)
Therefore the electrostatic field is is,
E =  r
✓
F 1

1
(kx
2 + ky
2)✏0
F(⇢)
 ◆
. (3.4.5)
3.4.3 Computing peak a0 from experimental parameters
Full representation of experimental laser pulses can be quite challenging due to the di -
culty of accurate measurements and the complexity of real laser pulses. For the simula-
tions in this thesis, the laser pulse at the focus in vacuum is approximated as a gaussian
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function of intensity in time and spot radius as described by,
I(t, r) = I0 exp
✓
  t
2
 t2
◆
exp
✓
  r
2
 r2
◆
, (3.4.6)
where I0 is the peak intensity, t is time and r is the distance from the centre of the focal
spot. The standard deviations of the gaussian functions are defined as,
 t =
tFWHM
2
p
ln(2)
,  r =
rHWHMp
ln(2)
, (3.4.7)
where tFWHM is the temporal FWHM of the pulse and rHWHM is the lateral radius at
which the flux drops to half of the peak value. The energy in the pulse is then given by
the integral of I(t, r) over all time and space as,
E =
Z 1
0
Z 1
 1
Z 2⇡
0
I(r, t) d✓ dt dr ,
E =
✓
⇡
ln(2)
◆ 3
2 I0
2
tFWHM rHWHM
2 . (3.4.8)
The experimentally measured values are generally E, tFWHM and rHWHM so the peak
intensity is given by,
I0 =
✓
ln(2)
⇡
◆ 3
2 2E
tFWHM rHWHM2
. (3.4.9)
A perfectly uniform beam with a circular cross section will produce an Airy disc pattern
at focus which is well approximated by a gaussian as shown in section 2.1.2. However,
a real laser beam will have non-uniformities and phase errors in the beam profile which
will increase rHWHM and result in more laser energy at a large distance from the centre of
the focal spot. So the actual peak intensity for a given rHWHM can be significantly lower
than calculated from equation 3.4.9. The fraction of the energy in rHWHM for an ideal
gaussian is,
EFWHM
E
=
2⇡
R rHWHM
0 r exp (
r2
2 2r
)dr
2⇡
R1
0 r exp (
r2
2 2r
)dr
= 0.5 (3.4.10)
The reduction in intensity for extra energy outside of the focal spot can then be accounted
for by multiplying the total pulse energy by the measured energy inside rHWHM divided
by 0.5 when calculating equation 3.4.9. For example for a 10 J pulse with 35 % of the
energy in rHWHM, equation 3.4.9 would be calculated for E = 7 J.
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Non-Linear Plasma Optics in a GeV
Laser Wakefield Accelerator
Understanding self-guiding and propagation of laser pulses in underdense plasmas is crit-
ical to optimising laser-driven electron beams. Particularly the accelerating fields in the
laser wakefield are highly dependent on the pulse intensity so it is important to demon-
strate that high intensities can be maintained over the interaction length. Fortunately,
the radial refractive index profile, that is a direct result of the radial intensity variation
of a focused laser beam, creates a focusing ‘lens’. This e↵ect, known as relativistic self
focusing, is capable of maintaining the beam waist over many Rayleigh lengths leading to
acceleration of electron beams to GeV energy levels [Karsch07,Kneip09,Clayton10,Lu11].
A further obstacle to acceleration over many centimetres of plasma is laser beam deple-
tion. As the beam energy is coupled to the plasma wave, energy is inevitably lost from
the pulse reducing the strength of the generated wakefield. However, the longitudinal re-
fractive index gradients co-moving with the laser pulse can cause pulse compression [Gor-
don03, Faure05, Schreiber10] leading to an intensity increase with propagation distance.
This can also have a crucial e↵ect on self-injection of background electrons into the ac-
celerating structure [Hidding06].
This chapter presents experimental measurements of laser guiding, energy depletion and
pulse compression from a laser-driven wakefield acceleration experiment with a 200 TW
laser. Analysis of these results along with analytical and numerical modelling provides
insight into the observed electron beam energies and properties, as well as opportunities
for further optimisation of the process.
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4.1 Experimental setup
An experiment was performed using the Astra Gemini Laser in the Central Laser Facility
at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. The laser was focused into a gas target to
create a plasma wakefield and the transmitted pulses were characterised spatially and
temporally as shown in figure 4.1. Each input pulse contained ⇡ 12 J with a duration of
Gas$Jet$
Exit$mode$
imaging$
FROG$$
Gemini$Beam$
Figure 4.1: Experimental setup showing the optical diagnostics.
⇡ 55 fs (FWHM) at a central wavelength of 800 nm. An f/20 o↵-axis parabolic mirror was
used to create a 22 µm (FWHM) diameter focal spot containing ⇡ 35% of the total pulse
energy. Super-sonic gas nozzles with diameters of 5, 10 and 15 mm were used to create a
region of helium gas which, when fully ionised, produced a plasma electron density up to
ne = 1.5⇥1019 cm 3. The gas profile resulted in a density plateau region in the middle of
each nozzle with approximately linear density ramps down to zero at the nozzle diameter.
The diameters of the plateau regions were 4, 8 and 11 mm respectively [Kneip10]. An f/10
spherical mirror allowed imaging of the exit plane of the gas jet. The imaging system
had a resolution limit of 10 µm and a field of view of 902 ⇥ 675 µm. The integrated
energy of the transmitted beam was measured by integrating the counts on the camera
and cross-calibrated with an energy diode. Also a 5 mm diameter area near the centre of
the transmitted beam (⇡ 1/50th of the full beam diameter) was directed into a Grenouille
(Swamp Optics) SHG-FROG (second harmonic generation - frequency resolved optical
gating). This device produced a spectrally dispersed auto-correlation of the pulse from
which the complete temporal intensity and phase information of the pulse was retrieved
(see section 3.2.1). A magnetic electron spectrometer was used to measure the spectrum
of the accelerated electron beam in the 100  1400 MeV range.
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4.2 Exit mode imaging
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Figure 4.2: (Top) Spatial distribution of the transmitted laser pulse showing the vacuum
beam size (red circle) and (Bottom) spectrometer screens showing the ac-
celerated electrons (high energy to the right). The electron densities given
above each pair of images are in units of 1018 cm 3. The colour tables for
each density are the same to allow easy comparison.
Sample images from the exit mode imaging for a 15 mm diameter gas nozzle are shown
in figure 4.2 along with the corresponding images from the electron spectrometer. The
exit mode imaging indicates that a significant fraction of the laser energy is trapped in
the guided central channel for ne > 1 ⇥ 1018 cm 3. As the density is increased further,
less energy remains in the guided spot as it is coupled into the plasma. This coincides
with a substantial increase in electron energy and flux indicating that self-injection has
occurred. The pulse energy observed outside of the guided spot was relatively constant
at all densities.
4.2.1 Guided spot size
The exit mode imaging shows that for ne = 1–2.5 ⇥ 1018 cm 3 there is a bright spot
in the transmitted laser beam, which is the main guided filament of the laser. The
lateral extent of a relativistically self-guided laser pulse can be calculated by balancing
the natural di↵raction of a focused laser with the relativistic self-guiding e↵ect of the
plasma. In this way the guided spot size (assuming a gaussian radial profile) is given by,
 r =
4
p
2
a0
c
!p
, (4.2.1)
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when the laser power exceeds the critical power given by,
Pc ⇡ 17
✓
!0
!p
◆2
[GW] . (4.2.2)
The critical power was exceeded for ne > 0.2⇥1018 cm 3, indicating that all shots should
show evidence of self-guiding. For very strong wakefields, where  ne/ne ⇠ 1, the electron
density drops to zero to a radius given by the blowout radius [Lu06],
Rb ⇡ 2c
p
a0
!p
. (4.2.3)
In this case the laser pulse will be guided by the edges of the cavity, i.e  r ⇡ Rb. Clear
guiding was only observed for ne > 1 ⇥ 1018 cm 3 for which Pc = 30 TW. At this
density, the guided spot size  r = 10 µm and the blowout radius Rb = 18 µm compared
to the vacuum focus of the laser pulse for which the 1/e2 radius  r = 19 µm. For
ne > 3⇥ 1018 cm 3 the guided filament is seen to disappear from the exit mode imaging,
due to depletion of the guided pulse.
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Figure 4.3: A graph showing the transverse FWHM size of the guided laser pulse after
15 mm of plasma from the experimental and simulation results. The data
points are grouped with a bin width of 1017 cm 3 and the error bars are
the average RMS variation of the binned data points. The blowout radius
(solid blue line) and relativistic self-guided (dashed blue line) spot sizes are
calculated from equations 4.2.1 and 4.2.3 respectively for a0 = 3.
Figure 4.3 shows how the experimentally observed guided spot size varied with plasma
density in the observable density range. The experimental and simulation results both
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show a larger spot size than calculated by either model. This could be due to a decrease
in the plasma density towards the rear of the target, near the plasma boundary, as in this
region the pulse will begin to di↵ract. Also, aberrations in the laser focal spot, leading to
a non-gaussian input beam, may have adverse e↵ects on the guiding e↵ect. Previous work
by Thomas [Thomas07] saw guiding of laser spot sizes of the order of plasma wavelength
for a propagation distance of 2 mm.
4.2.2 Transmitted laser energy measurements
The transmitted laser energy is plotted in figure 4.4 as well as the peak electron energy
observed on the electron spectrometer (the highest energy point which the electron signal
is observable above the background). This shows that the laser pulse is more strongly
depleted as the density is increased. A rapid decrease in transmitted laser energy is
observed in the density region where acceleration of electron beams begins to occur,
as more energy is coupled to the wake and into the accelerated electron beam. For
ne > 3⇥1018 cm 3, only the unguided fraction of the laser energy remains, corresponding
to ⇡ 15% of the input laser energy. This energy in the unguided region was seen to be
weakly linearly dependent on density, increasing to ⇡ 20% for ne = 1⇥ 1018 cm 3.
Decker et al. [Decker96] calculate the pump depletion rate (see section 2.7.5) as due to a
density dependent pulse front etching velocity given by
vetch = c
!p2
!02
. (4.2.4)
The energy of the photons in the etched region of the laser pulse is transmitted to the
wakefield and so the laser energy is absorbed as the pulse propagates. The transmitted
energy after 15 mm of propagation can be calculated by assuming the measured Gemini
pulse profile (see section 4.3) enters the plasma and starts to be etched from a point on
the leading edge of the pulse. The point on the leading edge tetch can be taken as the point
on the rising edge where the power equals some threshold value Petch. This is plotted as
the solid grey line in figure 4.4 for Petch taken as 1/e of the peak power. This gives a
reasonable agreement with the experimental data, but the value is a relatively arbitrary
choice for a non-gaussian pulse shape. Alternatively, a more physical value can be taken,
such as the critical power for relativistic self-focusing (Pc), which varies with plasma
density. In this case, no pulse depletion is seen with this model for ne < 0.2⇥ 1018 cm 3
as the peak power of the pulse is less than Pc for these densities. The results of this
model is plotted as the dashed black line in figure 4.4 and significantly underestimates
the laser absorption for ne > 1.5⇥ 1018 cm 3.
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Figure 4.4: Transmitted pulse energy (black circles) and peak electron energy (red
squares) as a function of gas electron density. The experimental data points
are grouped with a bin width of 1017 cm 3 and the error bars are the av-
erage RMS variation of the binned data points. Also shown are the trans-
mitted energy calculated from OSIRIS simulations (green diamonds). The
calculated energy depletion rates, based of the Decker pulse front etching
model [Decker96], are plotted for t0 equal to the point on the leading edge of
the pulse at which the power is 1/e of the peak (solid grey line) and greater
than the critical power for self-focusing (dashed black line).
Slightly changing the threshold conditions such that Petch = mPc, where m is a fitting
parameter, allows a much better fit to be achieved for m = 1.8, as shown in figure 4.5. A
lower value of m fits less well at high densities, and a higher value fits less well at lower
densities. It is perhaps counterintuitive that a higher threshold value Petch, for a given
electron density, generally results in greater absorption. However, as the pulse shape has
a slow rising edge, a lower Petch causes a lower power region of the pulse to be etched
away, resulting in higher transmission. This Gemini pulse shape and the etched region
(shaded grey) is shown in figure 4.6 for ne = 2.5⇥ 1018 cm 3 and various values of m.
It is also possible with this model for the transmission to increase with increasing density,
as shown with the dashed line for Petch = 0.5Pc in figure 4.5. This occurs due to tetch
decreasing with density faster than vetch increases, given in equation 4.2.4. This could
occur for any choice of m, given the right pulse shape, and would be a very bizarre result
to observed in an experiment. Experimental testing of a suitable pulse shape would be a
useful test of the validity of this model.
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Figure 4.5: Experimental pulse depletion measurements with calculated values for the
experimentally measured pulse shape and a pulse front etching threshold of
Petch = mPc.
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of the pulse front etching model. Here, the measured temporal
pulse power profile is plotted and the etched region is coloured grey for ne =
2.5⇥ 1018 cm 3 and Petch = mPc.
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The most obvious e↵ect that is not included in this model is pulse compression, which is
observed to occur over ne = 0 – 1.5⇥ 1018 cm 3 (section 4.3). Including this e↵ect would
result in a higher rate of depletion, as more of the energy of the pulse would lie within
the etched region. This may be able to provide a better fit to the observed behaviour for
the Petch = 1.0Pc.
The non-linear dephasing length [Lu07] (see section 2.7.6), given by
Ld =
4c
p
a0
3
!02
!p3
, (4.2.5)
indicates the maximum acceleration in 15 mm of plasma will occur for ne = 1.3 ⇥
1018 cm 3. As electron acceleration was seen to be optimal for higher densities, this
indicates that injection of electrons into the accelerating structure occurred after some
propagation through the plasma. High-energy, quasi-monoenergetic beams were observed
for ne = 2.2⇥ 1018 cm 3, for which the dephasing length is 6.6 mm. This indicates that
significant injection of charge occurs near the halfway point of the interaction length,
after the plasma e↵ects have had time to modify the driving pulse. For higher densities,
dephasing starts to reduce the energy and quality of the electron beams and the laser
pulse is so depleted that it no longer drives a significant plasma wave. The electron beam
can then begin to generate a plasma wakefield, further reducing the electron energies.
4.3 Transmitted pulse shape measurements
The FWHM pulse duration of the retrieved pulses from the FROG diagnostic are plotted
in figure 4.10. As the density was increased, the measured pulse duration decreased from
an initial 53 fs to below 15 fs. For most of the shots it was not possible to determine the
direction of time in the retrieved pulse field and the back propagation, which accounts
for the glass in the beam, results in two possible answers for the temporal duration of
the pulses.
Pulse length shortening can occur due to pulse front etching [Decker96] or self-phase mod-
ulation [Gordon03] and in general both of these occur. In the case of the latter, photon
acceleration [Murphy06] results in spectral broadening and then the pulse is compressed
by the group velocity dispersion in the wake. This can result in an increase in the peak
power of the pulse, whereas pulse-front etching only depletes energy from the pulse.
The transmitted pulse shape was measured with a SHG-FROG (Grenouille) with a 10 µm
thick BBO crystal. This diagnostic has spectral bandwidth and temporal resolution to
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measure pulses as short as 10 fs. The optical path between the exit of the gas jet and
the FROG diagnostic contained 2 mm of glass. In order to determine the direction of
time firstly the chirp of the input pulse was determined and then gradual changes to this
were observed as the plasma density was increased. The initial chirp was diagnosed by
adding a known group delay dispersion (GDD) to the pulse with a Dazzler (a commercial
Acousto-Optic Programmable Dispersive Filter (AOPDF) ) and observing the e↵ect on
the measured GDD. The additional GDD was varied in the range of  1500 to 1000 fs2
while the absolute chirp was measured. This then shows whether the original pulse had
a positive or negative chirp. The results of these measurements are shown in figure 4.7,
along with a linear fit with a gradient of 1. These results show that the initial laser pulse
was negatively chirped with a GDD of 726(±239) fs2.
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Figure 4.7: Measured GDD from the FROG diagnostic as a function of additional GDD
added with a DAZZLER. The linear fit gives an initial pulse GDD of
645(±239) fs2. This indicates that the pulse is negatively chirped before
the plasma interaction. The glass in the optical path accounts for another
80 fs2 so the initial pulse in the vacuum chamber has a GDD of 726(±239) fs2.
The error bars are calculated from the RMS error to the linear fit.
A common, and useful way of visualising a laser pulse is the Wigner transform [Wigner32],
which provides a photon distribution map in time-frequency space and is defined as,
W (t,!) =
Z 1
 1
E(t0   t/2)E(t0 + t/2) exp(i!t)dt (4.3.1)
It was originally formulated to express the phase space of an ensemble of particles in quan-
tum mechanics. Although there are some classically unrealistic properties of a Wigner
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distribution (i.e. there can be regions with negative values) it serves to provide an intu-
itive picture of the spectral and temporal properties of laser pulses. The marginals of the
distribution, S(!) =
R
W (t,!) dt and I(t) =
R
W (t,!) d!, are equal to the spectral and
temporal intensity profiles respectively. Figure 4.8 shows the Wigner distributions and
temporal profiles of the measured pulse after transmission through a 15 mm plasma. A
gradual change in the pulse profile is seen as the plasma electron density is increased from
0.0–0.8 ⇥ 1018 cm 3. Spectral broadening is observed as the density is increased, along
with a reduced chirp, leading to pulse compression down to 20 fs for ne = 0.83⇥1018 cm 3.
Independent confirmation for the direction of time in the retrieved pulses was obtained
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Figure 4.8: Wigner distribution (left axis) and temporal pulse profile (right axis) of the
laser pulse after transmission through a 15 mm helium gas jet with the elec-
tron density given in units of 1018 cm 3. The incident pulse (left) had a slight
residual negative chirp. For each increase in plasma density the bandwidth
of the laser spectrum broadened and the pulse was compressed temporally.
by using the measurements from an additional FROG. The beam path to this secondary
diagnostic contained an additional 5.7 mm and 1 mm of fused silica and BK7 respectively.
Comparison of the retrieved pulses from each FROG allows the direction of time to be
uniquely determined as the relative chirp di↵erence between the two pulses is known.
Figure 4.9 shows the Wigner distributions of the retrieved pulses from both FROGs for
ne = 0.3 ⇥ 1018 cm 3 . Both potential time directions are shown after adjusting the
spectral phase of the pulses to account for the glass in the optical paths. Therefore,
two of the Wigner distributions shown (one for each FROG) should represent the pulse
shape after exiting the plasma. The two matching Wigner distributions are those of
the negatively chirped pulses, confirming the previous analysis. As the second FROG
used a thicker crystal and had a narrower spectral range it was only usable for shots
with ne < 0.6⇥ 1018 cm 3, for which the spectral broadening and pulse compression was
within the range of the diagnostic. When the spectrum was clipped by the diagnostic it
was not possible to obtain a retrieval of the pulse profile.
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Figure 4.9: Wigner distributions of the retrieved pulses (both possible time directions)
from FROG A (top) and FROG B (bottom) for ne = 0.3 ⇥ 1018 cm 3. All
pulses have been back-propagated through the glass in the optical paths, so
the correct time direction choices are the two pulse that match (right).
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Figure 4.10: Transmitted pulse duration (FWHM) as a function of target electron density.
Each point in the experimental data is averaged over shots within a density
bin width of 0.1⇥ 1018 cm 3. Uncertainty in the direction of time gives two
possible results for ne > 1⇥ 1018 cm 3. The error bars are the combination
of this uncertainty, the measurement errors and the standard error for each
point.
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For ne > 1 ⇥ 1018 cm 3, it was not possible to determine the direction of time for the
retrieved pulses. Figure 4.10 shows the pulse temporal width (FWHM) as a function
of density, after averaging over these two possibilities and over a density bin width of
0.1⇥1018 cm 3. A large amount of scatter is observed in the data, however pulse lengths
below 20 fs are routinely observed for ne = 1–2 ⇥ 1018 cm 3. The shortest observed
pulse length on a single shot was 13.8(±2) fs for ne = 2.1⇥ 1018 cm 3. A large variation
in transmitted pulse length is observed for high densities due to depletion of the main
pulse. This reduces the intensity of the main peak resulting in the observation of multiple
highly structured pulses, which are highly variable. The largest shot-to-shot variations
were seen for ne = 1.3 and 2.5⇥1018 cm 3, where as density regions between these values
were relatively stable.
4.3.1 Transmitted pulse power and intensity
By combining the transmitted energy, spatial profile and pulse length measurements it
is possible to obtain the peak power and intensity of the guided pulse. The pulse power
is readily obtained from setting the energy of the transmitted pulse equal to the time
integral of the temporal pulse shape,
E =
Z 1
 1
P(t) dt . (4.3.2)
This gives a spatially averaged pulse power, as energy from outside of the guided filament
will also propagate to the detector. For ne ' 1.5⇥1018 cm 3, the energy of guided filament
is approximately equal to the unguided fraction and so the FROG measurements will be
a superposition of both. The pulse power after transmission through 15 mm of plasma
is plotted in figure 4.11. The greatest power enhancement at the exit of the plasma is
observed for ne = 1.1⇥1018 cm 3, where the power is increased from 0.18 PW to 0.32 PW.
At this density the pulse length is shortened to 14 fs while the energy transmission is
still around 70%, corresponding to the highest power few cycle pulse ever achieved. For
higher densities no additional pulse compression is observed and the laser is more strongly
depleted. This is indicative of a greater coupling of laser energy into the plasma wave
and acceleration of electron beams. As the experiment relied on self-injection to obtain
electron beams, it is likely that pulse compression was necessary to achieve injection at
moderate (⇠ 1.5⇥1018 cm 3) densities. As this is the region in which the highest quality
and energy of electron beams is observed pulse compression appears to be crucial for
self-injection laser wakefield acceleration.
It is also possible to estimate the peak intensity of the laser pulse at the exit of the plasma
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Figure 4.11: The peak pulse power plotted of the transmitted laser against gas electron
density. The peak input power is 0.18 PW and a significant power increase is
observed for ne = 0.6  1.1⇥ 1018 cm 3. The error bars are the combination
of errors in the energy and pulse shape measurements.
by equating the pulse power to the space integral of the intensity,
P(t) =
Z 1
 1
Z 1
 1
I(t, x, y) dx dy . (4.3.3)
As the spatial variation of the pulse shape is not known, it was approximated by assuming
that the pulse shape is the same over all space. Comparison to 2D simulations to obtain
this parameter is not straightforward as the beam is only free to expand in one direction.
Therefore, as the beam diameter increases, the fluence will drop linearly with beam
radius instead of R2 as it would in the 3D case. Therefore, the final beam intensity will
not be truly representative if there is significant change in the transverse pulse profile.
For comparison with the experimental data, the final transverse pulse profile from the
simulations was integrated assuming cylindrical symmetry to find the peak intensity.
The experimental and simulation peak intensities, inferred in this way, are plotted in
figure 4.12.
The peak intensity of the incident laser pulse was determined to be 2 ⇥ 1019 Wcm 2
from measurements of the pulse energy, focal spot distribution and temporal profile. The
greatest intensity observed at the exit mode was 2⇥1018 Wcm 2 for ne = 1.5⇥1018 cm 3.
This is an order of magnitude decrease compared to the peak vacuum intensity, and
indicates that a much lower intensity plasma wave may be driven at the exit of plasma
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Figure 4.12: The transmitted pulse peak intensity as inferred from the spatial and tempo-
ral profile of the pulse at the exit of the plasma. Note that the peak vacuum
intensity of the laser pulse at the entrance to the plasma is 2⇥1019 Wcm 2.
The error bars are the combination of errors in the energy, pulse shape and
exit mode focal spot measurements.
as compared to earlier in the interaction. However, it is likely that the method used here
underestimates the intensity as the peak power in the guided region of the pulse may
be greater than the average value. A more direct measurement of the pulse intensity,
combined with 3D simulations is required to determine if a high pulse intensity can be
maintained over 15 mm of self-guided propagation. In addition, the density ramp at the
exit of the gas jet may result in a spot size increase, and hence a reduction in intensity
that is not representative of the guided pulse in the density plateau.
4.4 Simulation of the laser pulse propagation
Simulations were performed using the OSIRIS [Fonseca02] particle-in-cell code to model
the evolution of the optical and plasma waves. The 2D3V simulations were run in a
moving box of 200 ⇥ 200 µm divided into 8000 ⇥ 800 cells in the pulse propagation (x)
and the transverse (y) directions respectively. The relatively poor transverse resolution
was required in order to satisfy the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition while keeping
dx/dt ' c to minimise the e↵ects of numerical dispersion in the laser propagation direc-
tion. Convergence testing (appendix A.3) indicates that this grid resolution accurately
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captures the relevant processes. Also, when measuring the laser pulse evolution, it was
seen that 1D simulations produced quantitatively similar results to 2D simulations in-
dicating that the majority of the physics is longitudinal. It is therefore assumed that
2D simulations are capable of reproducing the results that would be obtained from 3D
simulations. The pulse was modelled as a gaussian with FWHM duration of 50 fs, focused
to a spot width FWHM of 25 µm and a peak a0 of 3. The plasma target was 15 mm in
length including initial and final density ramps over 500 µm. Five runs were performed
with electron densities of ne = 1–4 ⇥ 1018 cm 3 each with 4 particles per cell and sta-
tionary ions. Comparison simulations were performed which showed that no appreciable
di↵erence was observed in the laser pulse evolution when including a mobile He2+ ion
species. The pulse duration of the transmitted pulse was determined by removing the
rapidly oscillating component from the electromagnetic pulse after it exits the plasma
and measuring the FWHM in the longitudinal direction. The electromagnetic radiation
fields were found by subtracting the space charge contribution to the electric fields as
shown in section 3.4.2. The transmitted energy was calculated by integrating the Poynt-
ing vector over the 2D plane. The results are plotted in figures 4.4 and 4.10 alongside
the experimental data.
4.4.1 Simulation results
The results from 2D simulations are shown in figures 4.4 and 4.10 to 4.12. Quantitative
agreement is seen with the transmitted pulse energy indicating that the relevant laser
depletion processes have been accurately captured. The rate of pulse compression also fits
well with the experimental data. It shows compression to a minimum pulse length of 5 fs
at ne = 1.5⇥1018 cm 3. For higher densities the pulse length increases again once almost
all the laser energy is depleted. Self-injection of a small number of electrons is observed
at ne = 1⇥1018 cm 3, with significantly more charge accelerated at ne = 1.5⇥1018 cm 3.
Pump depletion for ne > 2.5⇥ 1018 cm 3 results in a termination of particle acceleration
before the end of the 15 mm plasma, and for ne = 4⇥ 1018 cm 3 the accelerated electron
bunch drives a wakefield itself once the laser pulse is fully depleted.
The general quantitative agreement of the pulse properties between the 2D simulations
and the experimental data indicates that the phenomenology observed in the simulations
can be used to understand the evolution of the laser pulse in experiments. However,
some disagreement is observed when comparing the spectral evolution of the laser. 1D
simulations were performed using a numerical fit to the measured temporal pulse profile
using the EPOCH [Brady11] PIC code. Figure 4.13 shows the Wigner transforms of
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the simulated pulse after 15 mm of plasma for increasing electron density from left to
right. A much greater red-shift is observed in the simulations, with the central wavelength
shifting to 900 nm. This enhanced red-shift is a common feature of PIC simulations and
as yet the cause of this discrepancy is not known. Also, the red-shift is greatest at the
centre of the pulse, where the intensity is greatest, in contrast to the experimental data
which shows the largest red-shift closer to the back of the pulse. However, the ‘v’ shaped
distribution seen in the ne = 0.3 and 0.6⇥ 1018 cm 3 simulations is qualitatively similar
to the experimental observations in figure 4.8. For the 2D simulations, and experimental
results, the pulse is not well guided for ne < 1⇥1018 cm 3, so photon acceleration, which
depends on pulse intensity, is likely to be overestimated by 1D simulations. In reality the
energy spreads out as the pulse propagates through the plasma, leading to a reduced peak
intensity. This will also reduce the amplitude of the plasma wave and potentially lead
to a change in the photon acceleration experienced by the laser. In addition, the energy
away from the centre of the pulse will not experience any photon acceleration e↵ects and
so may contribute to the appearance of an overall reduction in red-shift.
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Figure 4.13: Wigner distributions of the laser pulse from 1D PIC simulations after 15 mm
of plasma with (left to right) ne = 0, 0.3, 0.6 and 1⇥ 1018 cm 3.
4.5 Gas nozzle diameter comparisons
Data was also collected with 5 and 10 mm nozzles using the same diagnostic set. As
expected, the shorter interaction length results in a higher energy transmission for the
same plasma density. Figure 4.14 shows the dependence of the energy transmission with
areal electron density (⇢e), i.e. the electron density multiplied by the nozzle diameter.
All three nozzles display a remarkably similar trend indicating that the rate of pulse
depletion has the same dependence on plasma density as with propagation distance.
In the 2D OSIRIS simulations the laser energy was well guided to a spot width approxi-
mately equal to twice the ‘blowout’ radius given by equation 4.2.3. The change in spot
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Figure 4.14: Transmitted laser energy fraction as a function of areal density for nozzle
diameters of 5, 10 and 15 mm. Results are averaged over a 0.4⇥ 1018 cm 2
bin width and the error bars are a combination of the experimental and
standard errors.
width from the input pulse to the matched spot occurs within a few millimeters, with
the fastest evolution observed for the highest density. Once the spot size has stabilised
the subsequent evolution of the laser pulse is dominated by the longitudinal e↵ects and
the depletion of the pulse energy. The rate at which energy is lost, and the rate of pulse
compression is seen to scale with the neL, where L is the propagation distance. Fig-
ure 4.15 illustrates this by showing the laser pulse energy and pulse length as a function
of Lc0ne/nc. A close match is seen for all the simulation results, indicating that the evolu-
tion rate chosen is a good approximation. This linear dependence on plasma density has
also been analytically derived for the pulse front etching model [Decker96] pump depletion
length [Shadwick09,Teychenne94] and pulse compression rate [Schreiber10]. This linear
relationship indicates that the evolution within a particular plasma target as a function
of propagation distance can be investigated by performing a scan of plasma density.
4.6 E↵ects of pulse evolution
Figure 4.16 shows the evolution of the laser pulse and the generated wakefield from
an OSIRIS simulation with ne = 4 ⇥ 1018 cm 3. Self-focusing is observed in the first
1 mm of plasma, after which a stable guided spot size is reached. The plasma wave is
generated by the leading edge of the laser pulse which moves slower than the linear group
velocity as the leading edge is lost due to di↵raction and energy coupling to the wake.
The majority of the leading half of the pulse is lost after ⇠ 5 mm of propagation so that
the peak of the laser pulse is now directly driving the wakefield structure. This increases
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Figure 4.15: (a) Depletion of laser energy and (b) pulse compression in 2D OSIRIS sim-
ulations. The legend values are electron density ⇥1018 cm 3.
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Figure 4.16: A map of the on-axis electron density (greyscale) in the frame co-moving
with the driving laser pulse as a function of propagation distance from an
OSIRIS simulation with ne = 4 ⇥ 1018 cm 3. The red colouring shows the
peak energy of accelerated electrons above 100 MeV. The left y-axis shows
position relative to the initial peak intensity point travelling at vg. The right
y-axis gives the values for the blue curves, which show the peak electric field
of the laser pulse normalised by (me!0c/e) (solid line) and the FWHM pulse
duration divided by 10 (long dashed line).
the amplitude of the electron density modulation generated and subsequently the length
of the first wakefield period increases. Pulse compression is also observed, leading to an
enhancement of the peak electric field and further increasing the wakefield amplitude.
The position of the second maxima of the electron density recedes from the laser pulse
at approximately ⇡ 5 nm fs 1, e↵ectively decreasing the phase velocity of the plasma
wave as seen by Fang et al. [Fang09] . The relativistic   factor for an electron co-moving
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with the plasma wave phase velocity is reduced from 12 to 5.5 at this point, which occurs
between 3 and 4 mm into the plasma. This reduces the a0 threshold for self-injection
from 4.7 to 2.9 according to the formula in Thomas [Thomas10], matching observations
of trapping and acceleration at this point. Self-injection into a dynamically expanding
bubble is also described in PIC simulations by Kalmykov et al. [Kalmykov09] for the case
of an increase in the guided spot size due to a density perturbation. E cient acceleration
of this bunch is seen until 8 mm into the plasma, after which point the driving laser
pulse is mostly depleted and no longer drives a strong wakefield. However, by this point
electrons in the bunch have already achieved a maximum kinetic energy of 2 GeV. As
the laser loses influence, the bunch itself begins to drive a strong plasma wave which
accelerates trailing electrons up to ⇡ 700 MeV.
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Figure 4.17: The blue circles show the motion of the front of the wakefield relative to the
point given by x = vgt. The red line gives the expected motion of this point
from the pulse front etching model [Decker96].
Although the linear group velocity of the laser pulse is given by vg = c
p
1  ne/nc, the
position of the first maximum of the electron density, i.e. the point at which the wakefield
is being driven by the laser, is seen to move more slowly. Figure 4.17 shows this position as
a function of propagation distance and fits well the pulse front etching rate given by Decker
et. al [Decker96]. This will also have the e↵ect of reducing the required trapping condition
as an electron co-moving with the wakefield will have   = (1  (vg   vetch)2/c2) 1/2.
4.6.1 Wakefield acceleration length model
From the PIC simulations it appears that self-injection occurs when the length of the
first period of the wakefield rapidly increases. This occurs during a phase of rapid pulse
compression that was seen in the simulations and in the experimental measurements. As
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the pulse evolution rate has been demonstrated to be closely proportional to ne, this
allows the injection point, and the point at which the pulse energy is almost completely
depleted, to be estimated as a function of density. The experimental measurements for
the 15 mm nozzle shows that the pulse is fully compressed for ne = 1.5⇥ 1018 cm 3 and
fully depleted by ne = 2.5 ⇥ 1018 cm 3. The pre-injection, and pulse depletion lengths
are then given by,
LPI = 13
✓
ne[cm 3]
1.5⇥ 1018
◆
[ mm ] , (4.6.1)
LPD = 13
✓
ne[cm 3]
2.5⇥ 1018
◆
[ mm ] , (4.6.2)
with the plasma length for the 15 mm nozzle taken as 13 mm to take account of the
density ramps at the edge of the gas jet (11 mm plateau region plus 4 mm ramp region
at an average of half plateau density). The acceleration length is LPD   LPI up to the
limit of the plasma length. In the blowout regime the accelerating field linearly increases
with distance from the centre of the ion cavity up to the maximum Emax =
p
a0mec0!p
at Rb = 2
p
a0/kp [Lu06, Lu07]. The dephasing length is given by Ldeph = Rb/(1     ),
where    is the phase velocity of the plasma wave divided by the speed of light. The
maximum electron energy is then ✏e = eEmaxLdeph/2. The rate of energy gain for the
electron will decrease quadratically with acceleration length up to the dephasing length
and then become negative as the electron moves into the decelerating phase of the bubble.
Therefore the final energy of an electron accelerated over Lacc is given by,
✏e =
2a0mec02
1    
✓
R  R
2
2
◆
, (4.6.3)
where R = Lacc(1    )/Rb. Due to pulse front etching the phase velocity of the wave is
not exactly the group velocity of the pulse but can be estimated as [Decker96],
1
1     '
2
3
!02
!p2
. (4.6.4)
Equation 4.6.3 with Lacc calculated from the observed pulse compression and depletion
points are used to calculate the expected maximum electron energies, using the estimate
a0 = 5 to include pulse compression e↵ects as seen in the PIC simulations. The nozzle
lengths are taken as the plateau distance for each nozzle plus half of the density ramp
length.
The calculated values are plotted alongside the experimental measurements in figure 4.18.
A good fit is seen to the observed electron energies in terms of the peak energies and the
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Figure 4.18: The predicted electron energies (solid lines) calculated from the pulse com-
pression and depletion rates observed in the 15 mm gas nozzle. Also plotted
is the maximum energy an electron can achieve from acceleration over one
dephasing length (dashed line). The experimentally observed electron ener-
gies are plotted for the 15 and 10 mm gas nozzles.
variation with plasma density for the 10 mm nozzle. For high densities the predicted
acceleration length is longer than the dephasing length, indicating that the maximum
electron energies should decrease as the electrons move into the decelerating phase of the
wakefield. However, the observed electron energies follow closely what would be expected
for acceleration up to the dephasing limit even when the maximum acceleration length
is longer. This indicates that injection can occur after LPI and is continuous such that
there are always some electrons with the maximum possible energy. This is consistent
with experimental observations of the electron spectra at these densities, which are seen
to have large energy spreads. For the 15 mm nozzle the electron energies are lower than
expected and show a shallower increase in energy with density. This potentially indicates
that the laser was not as well guided over the 15 mm nozzle and the longest possible
acceleration lengths were not reached or that the laser intensity in the acceleration region
was lower than for the 10 mm nozzle.
4.6.2 E↵ects of a few-cycle driving pulse
The simulations show that the pulse is red-shifted near the peak of the laser pulse, at
the first peak in the electron density, and is blue-shifted at the rear of the pulse. The
group velocity dispersion then leads to temporal compression of the pulse, increasing the
peak intensity of the pulse. The minimum pulse length observed in the simulation for
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ne = 2.5 ⇥ 1018 cm 3 is 5 fs (FWHM) with the peak a0 = 6 after 8 mm of propagation.
At this point the laser spectrum contains a large red-shifted component at the peak of
the pulse. As the group velocity of this component is slower than the average, it begins
to slip back relative to the peak.
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Figure 4.19: The Wigner distribution of the driving laser pulse after 12 mm of propaga-
tion through a plasma with ne = 2.5⇥ 1018 cm 3.
This is observable in figure 4.19, which shows the Wigner distribution (specifically the
cube root of the Wigner distribution to show regions of lower intensity) of the pulse after
12 mm of propagation. At this point a highly red-shifted fraction of the laser pulse fills
the first period of the plasma wave. As the radiation slips back to the second electron
density peak, it experiences blue-shifting due to the decreasing refractive index. This
e↵ectively traps ⇡ 13 µm radiation within the bubble and a second pulse is formed at
the rear bubble edge.
The long wavelength radiation in the ion cavity is su ciently strong to significantly a↵ect
the trajectories of the electrons as they are passed by the main laser. The electrons which
define the boundary of the ion cavity undergo an oscillation in this long wavelength field
leading to a wiggling bubble structure. Figure 4.20 shows some test electron trajectories
in the frame co-moving with the laser pulse on top of (a) the electron density distribution
and (b) the transverse electric fields. The wiggle in the bubble structure persists until
the rear of the bubble, where the blue-shifting of the radiation increases the spatial
frequency of the oscillations. This is seen in electron trajectories and also the transverse
fields. The transverse fields include the normal focusing space-charge field of the bubble.
The trapped radiation significantly modifies this structure and therefore has significant
implications for the acceleration of electrons and the generation of betatron radiation.
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Figure 4.20: (a) A picture of the electron density and laser field intensity after propa-
gating 11 mm through a plasma with ne = 2.5 ⇥ 1018 cm 3. The electron
density is shown in blue and the laser field in red. (b) The cube root of
the electric field intensity in the y direction from blue to red. The sample
electron trajectories are shown as dashed black lines in both images.
The phase velocity of the long wavelength radiation in the bubble is ⇡ 1.03c, and so
the phase of this radiation, relative to the front of the ion cavity, changes by 2⇡ over
⇡ 1.7ps. The wiggle in the bubble structure oscillates at the same rate as this relative
phase change.
The experimental FROG measurements show a similar e↵ect to that observed in the
simulations with the ‘C’ shape to the Wigner distribution and the formation of a second
pulse. Figure 4.21 shows some examples for the range ne = 1.5 2.5⇥1018 cm 3 where the
e↵ect is observed. The direction of time was chosen such that the direction of curvature
of the Wigner distribution matched that observed in the simulations. The pulse spectrum
is significantly increased by photon acceleration in the wake and the longer wavelengths
are seen to slip back relative to the peaks of the pulses. Some laser energy is also seen as
post-pulses extending beyond the linear plasma wavelength. This potentially indicates a
increase in the wake length due to pulse compression causing an increase in a0.
4.7 Initial pulse shape e↵ect
The e↵ect of a non-gaussian driving pulse shape was investigated by comparing two 2D
EPOCH simulations, one with a numerical approximation to the measured Gemini pulse
and one with an idealised gaussian pulse. The pulse shapes at the start of the simulations
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Figure 4.21: Wigner transforms and temporal pulse profiles of the transmitted laser pulse
after propagation through 15 mm of plasma. The electron density is given
above each image in units of 1018 cm 3. The left and right y-axes refer to the
Wigner distributions and pulse intensity profiles respectively. The dashed
vertical line is positioned one linear plasma wavelength behind the peak of
the pulse.
and after 15 mm of propagation are shown in figure 4.22. For these simulations the
Gemini-like pulse was normalised to the gaussian pulse such that the peak power was the
same. Another simulation was also performed in which the total energy in each pulse (the
integral of the temporal profile) was the same, and very similar results were observed.
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Figure 4.22: Pulse shapes used in 2D EPOCH simulations. The real Gemini pulse shape
is shown as the black dashed line and the black solid line is that pulse after
propagating through 15 mm of plasma. The gaussian approximation to the
real pulse is shown in grey.
The real Gemini pulse has a slight asymmetry, with a slightly sharper rising edge sitting
on top of a gradual ramp up in intensity. The main e↵ect this had in the simulations
was to slow down the longitudinal evolution of the pulse. Specifically, the point of rapid
pulse compression occurred about 1.5 mm later for the non-gaussian pulse. This causes
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self-injection to occurs slightly later in the non-gaussian case. This may have some e↵ect
on the experimental results in that the density threshold for self-injection may be slightly
higher than would otherwise be the case.
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Figure 4.23: Comparison of the etching rates for real and gaussian pulses in 2D simula-
tions. The dashed line shows the analytically derived etching rate given in
Decker et. al [Decker96].
Figure 4.23 shows the position of the first maximum of the plasma wave from the simu-
lations with the gaussian pulse and the real Gemini pulse. Although the gaussian pulse
simulation follows the expected etching rate, the non-gaussian Gemini pulse is seen to
etch at a slower rate. This slows down the evolution of the laser pulse and also leads to
a larger phase velocity for the plasma wave. As a consequence, self-injection is seen later
and for a shorter period for the Gemini-like pulse.
4.8 Conclusions
Self-guiding of a relativistically intense laser beam through 15 mm of plasma has been
observed leading to temporal compression from an initial 55 fs pulse down to 14(±2) fs.
This is accompanied by an increase in the laser power to 320 TW, from an initial value
of 180 TW (⇡ 78% increase). These pulses are far more powerful than few-cycle laser
pulses currently available from conventional laser systems, which have achieved 16 TW
in 8 fs [Herrmann09].
The observed dependence of laser depletion with plasma density is well approximated by
pulse front etching, when the etching begins at the point which the pulse power is 1/e
of the peak power. A more physical picture, where the etching threshold power is set
to the critical power for self-focusing gives a good fit to the data at low densities, while
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underestimating the depletion at high densities. This is likely due to pulse compression,
which increases the rate of depletion and is not included in the simple model. PIC
simulations have been shown to match the experimental results very well and therefore
provide a useful tool for further study of the non-linear optics within laser-driven wakefield
accelerators. These suggest that pulse compression down to as short as 5 fs can occur
while retaining 60% of the initial beam energy.
Measuring the pulse compression and depletion rates as a function of density is seen
to be closely equivalent to studying the pulse evolution as a function of propagation
length. This allows the optimal electron acceleration plasma density to be predicted
for any given plasma length. A semi-empirical model is shown to fit the observed peak
electron energies by calculating the accelerating fields and acceleration lengths based on
the ‘blowout’ model of the laser wakefield accelerator.
The pulse compression was seen to be critical in terms of the self-injection process itself.
Kostyukov et al. [Kostyukov09] and Thomas [Thomas10] both provide electron trapping
thresholds based on the blowout radius and the phase velocity in the wake. The work
here shows that the phase velocity is not constant throughout the interaction and the
rapid compression of the pulse leads to a brief period in which the phase velocity drops
significantly. For a correctly chosen plasma density this can lead to highly mono-energetic
electron beams as injection only occurs in one very narrow region of the interaction
[Kalmykov09].
Further work is required to fully characterise the pulse intensity as a function of propaga-
tion within the plasma interaction. Experimental measurements and 2D PIC simulations
indicate that the intensity may drop considerably from the peak input pulse intensity.
This would have important consequences for the evolution of the accelerating structure
for long propagation lengths in self-guided laser wakefield accelerators. Full 3D simula-
tions and more direct experimental measurements would be required to fully investigate
this.
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Chapter 5
Reflectivity of Relativistic Plasma Sur-
faces and Second Harmonic Genera-
tion
This chapter details the characterisation of the specular reflection of 50 fs laser pulses
obliquely incident with p-polarisation onto solid density plasmas in the intensity range
1017   1021 Wcm 2. These measurements give the e ciency and spatial beam quality of
the second harmonic pulse generated in these interactions. It also quantifies the reflec-
tivity of the fundamental laser wavelength, allowing an upper limit to be placed on the
plasma absorption. A simple model based on the relativistic oscillating mirror (ROM)
concept reproduces the observed intensity scaling, indicating that this is the dominant
process involved for these conditions.
5.1 Experimental setup
The experiment was carried out using the Astra Gemini laser [Hooker06] which delivered
up to 12 J in a 50 fs pulse at a central wavelength  0 = 800 nm. Figure 5.1 shows the
setup in which an f/2 parabolic mirror focused the laser onto 100 nm thick aluminium
foils at a 35  angle of incidence with p-polarisation to create a focal spot with a 2.5 µm full
width half maximum (FWHM) containing ⇠35% of the laser energy. The laser contrast,
defined as the ratio of the intensity of preceding amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) to
the peak intensity, was measured using a scanning autocorrelator as 10 6. Double plasma
mirrors [Ziener03] were used to increase this to 10 10. The intensity on target was varied
in the range of 1017 - 1021 Wcm 2 by moving the parabolic mirror relative to the target.
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This changed the irradiated spot size while keeping the energy on target constant. The
targets were optically flat (waviness less than 0.1 µm over 100 µm) [Spindloe07] aluminium
foils.
Target
Scattering Screen
Calorimeter Cameras
Figure 5.1: Schematic of the experimental setup showing the focusing geometry and the
specular reflectivity monitor.
The specularly reflected light from the target was incident onto a plastic (PTFE) scat-
tering screen which was imaged by two cameras each with an interference filter, one
centred at 800 nm with 25 nm bandwidth, corresponding to the fundamental frequency
!0, and one centred at 400 nm with 10 nm bandwidth to observe the second harmonic
2!0. The screen covered an angular range equivalent to an f/0.62 cone and had a 31
mm diameter circular aperture cut into the centre to allow direct energy calibration with
a surface absorbing calorimeter. Several low intensity shots were taken, to ensure that
almost all the energy incident on the energy meter was at !0 with a relatively uniform
intensity profile, providing a calibration of the camera signal with the calorimeter. The
400 nm camera was calibrated relative to the 800 nm camera by taking into account the
relative responses of the cameras and the opacity of their respective filters at the relevant
wavelength. The reflected energy for each wavelength was measured by integrating the
signal on the scattering screen, compensating for the holes and edges of the screen. This
adjustment was typically ⇠10% of the measured energy.
5.2 Experimental results
Figure 5.2 shows sample images observed during the intensity scan. No qualitative
di↵erence in the 800 nm images was seen until the intensity became I > 1020 Wcm 2 at
which point the signal became noticeably weaker. However, even at the highest intensities
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the beam profile remains constant in size. This indicates that the plasma surface remained
relatively flat over the timescale of the interaction for all the shots. The 2!0 image was
very weak by comparison for I = 1017 Wcm 2, but became much brighter as the intensity
was increased. The observed 400 nm and 800 nm energy on the screen as a fraction of
!"#$%&'()*+,$)-."')/#$01$#'
2#)3'4+)%".5-(')/#$01$#'
6"0#"5+0&'789(3:;'
<'=>:>' =>=?' =>=@' =>=A'
@>>'"3'
B>>'"3'
C=>'
Figure 5.2: Images of the specularly reflected beam. Top line shows the 800 nm (!0) and
second line 400 nm (2!0) images from the same shots. The small hole at the
bottom of the beam, visible in the !0 image, is caused by a hole in a mirror
at the output of the compressor used for pulse length measurement. The
central hole was used to calibrate the camera for energy measurements with
a calorimeter. Note that the brightness of the 2!0 image for 1017 Wcm 2 has
been multiplied by a factor of 10 to make it visible on the same scale.
incident laser energy is shown in figure 5.3. Measurements of the specular 400 nm beam
shows the conversion e ciency to 2!0 increasing with intensity up to a maximum of
22(±8)%. This is consistent with previous work [Ho¨rlein08] which give an e ciency of
> 5% at 1019 Wcm 2. The energy converted to 2!0 represents a significant fraction
of the incident laser energy and accounts for most of the reduction in reflected 800 nm
energy. For I > 1⇥ 1020 Wcm 2 the reflected !0 beam profile shows a loss of brightness
while retaining the same beam structure. As higher spatial frequency modulations will
be spread over a larger area in the focal plane they will be reflected from regions of lower
intensity, which retain high reflectivity. The lower spatial frequencies will be concentrated
in the high intensity regions, where they are preferentially converted to higher harmonics.
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Figure 5.3: Energy incident onto the scattering screen as observed at 800 nm (squares)
and 400 nm (diamonds). Vertical error bars are combined calibration and
measurement errors. In the region near focus the intensity was calculated as
the mean within the FWHM radius, away from focus it is the mean intensity
within the beam radius. The dashed lines represent the results of the ROM
model.
Therefore, the near field of the reflected beam is observed to contain the high frequency
modulations but less overall brightness as observed. This process is analogous to spatial
filtering with a high pass filter. For lower intensity interactions, this e↵ect would be
reduced as second harmonic conversion e ciency is low for all irradiated regions. Also,
because the intensity was decreased by defocusing, the plasma interaction occurs in the
quasi-near field of the beam and so no pure spatial filtering can occur.
The profile of the second harmonic beam matches that of the !0 beam, except for
I > 1019 Wcm 2 where it becomes more centrally peaked. Here the higher spatial
frequencies are much reduced, especially for I > 1020 Wcm 2. This is consistent with
the spatial filtering observed in the !0 beam, confirming that the loss of energy is largely
due to second harmonic generation and not due to scattering of the beam outside of the
measurement cone. At tight focus, the 2!0 production e ciency is more e cient in the
centre than in the wings, preferentially filtering out high spatial frequencies of the input
beam and resulting in a more gaussian profile at 2!0. Hence, in stark contrast to other
methods of SHG, this process has the ability to produce a smoother second harmonic
beam than the fundamental beam that drives it.
Several plasma mechanisms exist that can generate harmonics of a driving laser (see
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section 2.6) such as emission from plasma waves generated by fast electron bunches
(coherent wake emission) and reflection of the laser from surface oscillations of the plasma
(relativistic oscillating mirror model). Coherent wake emission (CWE) occurs when fast
electron bunches, generated by the electric field of the laser, propagate through the target
creating plasma oscillations in their wake. In the presence of a density gradient the
frequency of these plasma oscillations can range from the laser frequency up the maximum
plasma frequency supported by the peak target density. The electron bunches, which
are created by the vacuum heating e↵ect, occur at every cycle of the laser field and
therefore will preferentially drive plasma waves which are harmonics of the driving laser.
These oscillations then emit photons which can be reflected in the specular direction by
the higher density regions of the target. This process has been studied experimentally
and theoretically and the e ciency is found to be weakly dependent on intensity from
I = 1015 Wcm 2 [Que´re´06]. This does not seem to fit our observations which show an
increase in e ciency at I = 1018 Wcm 2.
The relativistic oscillating mirror (ROM) model describes specularly emitted harmonics
to be the result of the reflection of the laser from the plasma surface, which oscillates
rapidly under the electromagnetic field of the driving pulse. As the reflection point is
moving within the cycle of the laser field, this redistributes the phase of the reflected
pulse, corresponding to the generation of new frequencies in the reflected spectrum. The
period of the plasma surface oscillation is set by the period of the laser, so the new
spectral components will be at harmonics of the driving field. The magnitude of the
surface oscillation will be strongly dependent on the intensity of the laser and significant
modification of the laser will only occur once the electron motion becomes relativistic
(I > 1018 Wcm 2). Higher frequency components in the plasma surface motion will be
observed as the intensity increases but the amplitude of the !0 component of the surface
displacement cannot exceed c0/!0 so the SHG component will saturate. Hence, our
experimental data appears to follow the expected behaviour given by the ROM model.
5.3 Relativistic oscillating mirror model
In order to calculate the motion of the plasma surface caused by the electromagnetic
field of the incident laser the surface is modelled as an infinite sheet of electrons with an
immobile ion background, based on methods in [Lichters96,Landau75]. All electrons are
assumed to move in identical trajectories, which are given by solving the electron motion
in a plane wave for which the time averaged electron position remains constant. Using
the derivation shown in section 2.2 (and in more detail in appendix A.1) , the Lorentz
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factor for resulting particle motion is,
  =
a2 + ↵2 + 1
2↵
, (5.3.1)
and the transverse and longitudinal velocity components are,
v? =
2 a↵ c
a2 + ↵2 + 1
; vk =
(a2   ↵2 + 1) c
a2 + ↵2 + 1
, (5.3.2)
where ↵ is a constant of integration. For the ROM model any drift velocity in this
rapid oscillation will be eliminated as long as the average position of the solid surface is
assumed to remain constant. This is done by numerically calculating the value of ↵ for
which the time averaged vk is zero. Equation 5.3.2 can then be integrated to give the
particle position as a function of time. The projection of this particle motion onto the
target normal axis gives the surface motion of the oscillating mirror. The reflected pulse is
temporally modulated by the motion of the reflecting surface, resulting in new frequency
components. Because the period of the plasma surface is set by laser field period this
results in harmonics being generated in the reflected pulse. Some target expansion or
hole-boring of the target would be expected, which would lead to an additional Doppler
shift but this is ignored here for simplicity.
The reflected pulse at a fixed position is given by,
Er = E0 sin(!0t
0), (5.3.3)
where E0 is the amplitude of the electric field and,
t0 = t+
2 z0 cos ✓
c
. (5.3.4)
t0 and z0 are the retarded time and position respectively and ✓ is the angle of incidence.
The retarded position is the point of intersection of a light ray and the plasma surface.
This position is obtained numerically which allows the reflected field to be calculated as
demonstrated in figure 5.4.
In order to calculate the reflected field for a given intensity the input pulse is defined with
a sin2(⇡t/T ) intensity envelope, where T defines the length of the pulse. The surface
motion is then calculated using equations 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 and the reflected pulse is
generated from the result. Figure 5.5 illustrates the motion of the plasma surface, and
the reflected electric field for intensities ranging from 1017   1020 Wcm 2, showing the
increasing non-linearity in the reflected pulse.
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of the e↵ect of an oscillating reflecting surface on the reflected
wave. The sinusoidal incident wave travels from z = 0 and reflects from
the plasma surface at z01. The time taken for a light ray to propagate from
z = 0 to z01 and back to 0 is 2z
0
1 cos ✓, where ✓ is the angle of incidence of the
electromagnetic wave.
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Figure 5.5: Two cycles of (a) the plasma surface position and (b) the reflected electric
fields, normalised to the maximum amplitude at each intensity, given by the
ROM model (the deviation from the input field is negligible for 1017 Wcm 2).
⌧ is the period of the laser.
The Fourier transform of the reflected field gives the spectral content and the strength
of the !0 and 2!0 are then found as fractions of the total energy in the spectrum. The
results of the ROM model are compared with the experimental results in figure 5.3. As
absorption is not included in the model all values were multiplied by 0.65 to represent
the absorption inferred from the experimental measurements (see figure 5.6). The model
closely follows the measured !0 and 2!0 reflectivities and also displays the saturation in
SHG e ciency and !0 reflectivity at the level determined experimentally. Lower con-
version to 2!0 is seen for I = 1019 – 1020 Wcm 2 compared to the ROM model. This
could be due to the complex phase and intensity profiles of the laser in this transition
region between the far-field and near-field of the laser. In addition, the model predicts
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Figure 5.6: Specular reflectivity into !0 and 2!0 given by the ROM model and measured
experimentally.
that the sum of !0 and 2!0 should decrease as a fraction of the total specularly reflected
energy by up to 7% at the highest intensities (see dashed line in figure 5.6). This is due
to the increasing production of higher harmonics predicted by the model. The measured
combined energy in the reflected pulse at 400 and 800 nm shows an average drop of
8% for I > 1020 Wcm 2. This indicates that the magnitude of additional energy loss
mechanisms such as absorption did not significantly change in this intensity range.
Experimental measurements and calculations using the ROM model for harmonic gener-
ation show that the e ciency of second harmonic generation is intensity dependent and
becomes e cient only in the relativistic regime I 2 > 1018 Wcm 2 µm2 [Tarasevitch07].
The good agreement between the two indicates that the ROM process is the dominant
mechanism in this experiment. CWE, on the other hand, is only weakly dependent on
intensity and is e cient at intensities above 1016 Wcm 2 [Que´re´06], which implies that it
is unlikely to be a major contribution to our observed SHG. However, the scale length of
the plasma at the time of the interaction, which has a significant e↵ect on the e ciency
of harmonics generated by either process [Tarasevitch07,Geindre10], was not measured
directly. As plasma mirrors were used to make high contrast interactions, it is likely that
the scale length was short enough to suppress the generation of plasma waves which has
been shown to be crucial for the production of reflected harmonics [Ro¨del12].
The ROM model can also be used to predict the conversion e ciencies for di↵erent
angles of incidence and s and p polarisation as is plotted in figure 5.7. The second
harmonic conversion e ciency is predicted to be maximal for an angle of incidence of 50 
at p-polarisation. However, this assumes that the absorption remains constant with the
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changing angle of incidence which may not be the case. The third harmonic generation is
most e cient at an angle of 45  for p-polarisation. S-polarisation results in much higher
reflectivity at the fundamental wavelength for all angles of incidence.
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Figure 5.7: The predicted first, second and third harmonic conversion e ciencies for
I = 1⇥ 1021 Wcm 2 assuming a constant 35% absorption a) p-polarisation
and b) s-polarisation.
In general, experimental measurements of reflected harmonics could provide a means to
determine the plasma scale length during the interaction, as discussed by Ro¨del [Ro¨del12].
This would be useful in diagnosing interactions of femtosecond pulses with thin targets
for applications such as ion acceleration, where target pre-expansion plays a critical role
in the e↵ectiveness of the acceleration mechanisms [Kaluza04].
5.4 Plasma absorption
Figure 5.8 shows that the total specular reflectivity (combined !0 and 2!0) of the plasma
was approximately constant over the intensity range 1017 - 1021 Wcm 2. This puts an
upper limit on the plasma absorption which does not significantly change with intensity,
in contrast with previous results [Ping08, Davies09]. This disagreement is likely due
to a di↵ering relationship between intensity and plasma scale length for the di↵erent
experiments. For high contrast interactions, the scale length can remain short even
for very high intensity interactions [Ro¨del12]. Lower contrast experiments exhibit an
intensity threshold at which the pre-pulses become su cient to expand the target before
the arrival of the main pulse. This emphasises the importance of plasma scale length
in determining the absorbed fraction of laser energy in this intensity range [Haines09,
Kemp08].
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Figure 5.8: Measured total reflectivity as a function of intensity. Combined !0 and 2!0
signal from this experiment is plotted alongside data previously collated in
[Pirozhkov09]. Note that the contrast quoted here is the ratio of energy in
the ASE to that in the main pulse (as opposed to intensity contrast as used
elsewhere in this paper).
There is close correlation between reflectivity for this experiment and for the EASE/E =
2 ⇥ 10 5 (energy contrast) data set taken with Astra, which shares the same laser com-
ponents up to the third amplifier of Gemini. In our experiment the ASE pedestal has a
relative intensity of 10 10, which begins ⇡ 10 ns before the main pulse, so we also obtain
EASE./E ⇡ 2⇥ 10 5.
5.5 PIC simulations of front-surface harmonic gen-
eration
The PIC code OSIRIS was used to perform 2D3V simulations of the experimental inter-
actions. A grid of 21600 ⇥ 21600 cells was divided among 72 nodes of the CX1 cluster.
The grid covered 32⇥ 32 microns giving a spatial resolution of 1.47 nm. The laser pulse
was initialised at the left (x = 0) boundary travelling in the positive x direction with the
electric field polarised in the y direction. The temporal profile of the laser pulse approxi-
mated a gaussian with a FWHM of 30 fs and a central wavelength of 800 nm. The electric
and magnetic field diagnostics averaged values over 15 cells, which results in a highest
observable harmonic order of 10!0. The target was modelled as a 100 nm thick slab of
electrons at 448 nc with an exponentially decaying plasma on the front surface with a
scale length of  /10. This estimation of the pre-plasma was taken to match observations
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with measurements from interactions of similar high-contrast short pulse from Ro¨del et
al [Ro¨del12]. This pre-plasma was also necessary to enable the plasma skin depth to be
adequately resolved. When a step-like density profile at aluminium solid density was used
the laser was seen to reflect from the target without a↵ecting the plasma. An immobile
ion population was simulated to remove the e↵ects of target expansion and hole-boring
from simulations making the rapid surface oscillations easier to measure. The target was
angled at 45  to the simulation box such that the pulse reflects towards the positive y
direction.
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Figure 5.9: (a) Composite image of the electric field (blue to red) and target density
(green) at t = 43 fs and t = 133 fs for peak incident intensity of 5.5 ⇥
1020 Wcm 2. (b) 5 periods of the reflected laser pulse electric field. (c) The
power spectrum of the reflected pulse.
The reflected laser pulse was measured by calculating the Poynting vector at the lower
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y boundary and summing over the x direction. This resultant field as a function of y is
equivalent to the temporal field of the reflected laser pulse as it is propagating in free
space. This was then used to measure the total reflectivity of the plasma and, by taking
the Fourier transform, the energy fraction contained in each harmonic. An example
simulation image and the reflected pulse and spectrum are shown in figure 5.9.
The reflected laser field was observed to be highly asymmetric, indicating that the plasma
oscillation is out of phase with the driving electric field by ⇡/2. This indicates the plasma
surface oscillation is a forced harmonic oscillator for which the equation of motion is,
  eE0 exp(i!ot) = d
2x
dt2
+ ⇣
dx
dt
+ !p
2x , (5.5.1)
where !p is the natural frequency of the oscillator, in this case the plasma frequency, !0
is the laser frequency and ⇣ is the damping ratio. The solution to this equation is of the
form x = x0 exp(i!0t   ) where the phase delay   is given by,
tan  =
2⇣!0
!02   !p2 . (5.5.2)
For a phase delay of ⇡/2, !p = !0 indicating that the reflecting surface motion dynamics
is determined at the critical density surface.
Simulations were performed with the peak a0 varying from 0.16 to 22.7 to determine the
intensity dependence of the emitted harmonics. The energy content of the first three
harmonics, relative to the total reflected energy, are plotted in figure 5.10 along with the
prediction of the ROM model.
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Figure 5.10: Relative harmonic strength in the reflected laser pulse from a 45 degree
target from OSIRIS PIC simulations and calculated from the ROM model.
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Figure 5.11: (a) Electric field in the x direction after the laser has reflected from the
target for a peak incident intensity of (a) 1021 Wcm 2 and (b) 1018 Wcm 2.
Significant noise is observed for the lower intensity case, which results in
most of the energy in the spectrum lying outside of the harmonic bands (c),
generally at the extreme high and low frequencies.
A similar intensity dependence for the e ciency of the reflected harmonics is seen in
the simulation as in both the ROM model and the experimental results. However, the
ROM model overestimates the second harmonic e ciency. For I   1020 Wcm 2, the
simulation values of the first and second harmonic di↵er from those predicted by our
model by approximately 10%. For lower intensities the electrostatic fields generated by
particles ejected from the target are comparable to the reflected laser field reducing the
visibility of the harmonics. This leads to approximately 20% of the energy in the reflected
spectrum lying outside of the harmonic bands (see figure 5.11).
Rapid heating of the target occurs, partly due to deposited energy but also due to nu-
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merical heating as a result of under-resolving the Debye length when the plasma is cold.
The numerical heating very rapidly raises the temperature of the electron population so
that the Debye length is resolved. For the grid used here this occurs at Te ⇡ 30 keV. If
it is assumed that 50% of the laser energy is deposited evenly through the target over
the focal spot area, this temperature would be expected for a laser energy of ⇠ 0.02 J,
corresponding to an intensity of 5 ⇥ 1018 Wcm 2. The heating of the target leads to
the expansion of the electron population and those which leave the front of the target
gain additional energy from the laser field. In addition, the higher plasma temperature
allows the laser to propagate further into the target. Both of these e↵ects lead to an
artificial increase in plasma absorption, which dominates at lower intensities. This is
apparent in the total reflectivity of the target as plotted in figure 5.12. The total reflec-
tivity from the experiment was seen to drop by only 5% over 4 orders of magnitude in
intensity, whereas the simulated values show a large increase with intensity. Very little
transmission through the target is observed in the simulations, so this di↵erence is due to
plasma absorption. Previous work [Ping08] has shown a gradual increase in absorption
over this intensity range, which is in better agreement with our experimental results than
the simulations. It is also possible that the scale length of the front surface plasma is
di↵erent in our experiments to the simulations, or that in reality the pre-plasma shape is
not an exponential. The pre-plasma scale length in the experiments is also likely to vary
with the peak intensity as the ASE intensity also increases. This e↵ect may work to sup-
press any intensity dependent absorption e↵ects. The scale length of the plasma has also
been shown been shown to play a crucial role in surface harmonic generation [Ro¨del12].
Therefore, accurate control and diagnosis of this parameter would have great benefit to
the understanding and optimisation of harmonic sources generated in this way.
Figure 5.13 shows the plasma surface wave generated by a 1021 Wcm 2 peak intensity
laser pulse. The front surface wave gives rise to harmonics in the reflected laser pulse via
the ROM mechanism. Coherent plasma waves are also observed on the rear surface driven
by energetic electron bunches, which are accelerated by the laser and travel through the
target.
5.6 Conclusions
In conclusion, the conversion e ciency for the generation of second harmonic was observed
to be 22(±8)% for intensities greater than 1020 Wcm 2. This conversion e ciency is
comparable with that achievable with an optimised KDP or BBO frequency doubling
crystal for a ⇡ 50 fs pulse but without the adverse problems of group delay dispersion and
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Figure 5.12: Total plasma reflectivity from OSIRIS PIC simulations plotted with exper-
imental measurements of the reflectivity into 1!0 and 2!0.
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Figure 5.13: Snap shot of the electron density distribution at 100 fs into the simulation.
Surface waves are observed leading to the generation of harmonics in the
reflected laser pulse.
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reduction in spatial coherence [Marcinkevicius04,Mironov09], provided that the quality
of the plasma surface is maintained. Optimising this process would allow for extremely
high contrast and high intensity laser plasma interactions with 400 nm ultra-short pulses.
A model based on the relativistic oscillating mirror concept agrees well with the observed
reflectivities. This indicates that this is the dominant mechanism for second harmonic
generation for the intensity range 1017 - 1021 Wcm 2 for ultrashort pulses with high
contrast. The model also suggests that the conversion e ciency into the second harmonic
with this process saturates at ⇡ 22% for intensities >1019 Wcm 2 at a 35  angle of
incidence. Simulations indicate that the surface oscillation behaves as a forced harmonic
oscillator with a natural frequency equal to the laser frequency. The reflected electric field
is subsequently asymmetric with temporal compression of the electric field occurring at
half of the peaks.
In addition, the specular reflectivity of the plasma reveals that plasma absorption remains
nearly constant over four orders of magnitude in incident laser intensity. This di↵ers from
previous measurements, which we attribute to the high contrast of these interactions.
The slight drop in reflectivity in the first and second harmonic is matched by calculations
using the ROM model with an assumed constant 35% absorption. This indicates that
the majority of this lost energy is actually present in higher order harmonics which were
not measured experimentally.
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Chapter 6
Temporally Resolved Measurements
of the Laser-Plasma Boundary Mo-
tion in Solid-Density Interactions
The increase in achievable laser intensities above 1020 Wcm 2 has triggered research
into radiation pressure ion acceleration. In the overwhelming majority of experiments
to date the dominant process of ion acceleration from solid density targets has been
interpreted as sheath acceleration [Clark00, Snavely00,Fuchs05] (section 2.5.1), whereby
energetic electrons, produced at the laser-plasma boundary, expand outwards and create
electrostatic fields at the plasma-vacuum interfaces. These fields accelerate ions away
from the target to energies of >MeV per nucleon. For thick targets, electrons gain energy
while in the focal region of the laser but are quickly shielded from the accelerating fields by
the bulk of the plasma. For very thin targets (on the order of a few skin depths) the laser
field can e↵ectively accelerate electrons throughout the entire depth of the plasma for the
duration of the pulse (⌧). For this mechanism, termed radiation pressure acceleration
(RPA) [Esirkepov04,Robinson08], laser energy is more e ciently converted to the energy
of the ions (✏i), which scales with intensity (I) and the areal density ( A) of the target
as,
✏i =
mi
2

⌧I
c A
(1 +R)
 2
, (6.0.1)
in the non-relativistic case, where R is the reflectivity of the plasma surface. This com-
pares favourably with the (I )1/2 scaling seen for sheath acceleration. However, for
currently available laser systems the maximum achievable ion energies by either sheath
acceleration or RPA are similar.
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An intermediate process, which can also lead to the acceleration of ions is hole-boring
acceleration, during which radiation pressure drives the laser-plasma boundary into the
target. This occurs for targets that are thicker than the skin depth such that the laser
pressure is only a↵ecting the front surface. Ions are reflected by the electrostatic field at
this boundary to twice the hole-boring velocity (2vhb), giving an ion energy of,
✏i =
I(1 +R)
cni
, (6.0.2)
where ni is the ion number density. Therefore, the energy of ions accelerated by hole-
boring acceleration may be linear with laser intensity for a fixed density. As the laser-
plasma boundary propagates through the target, it may eventually reach a light-sail phase
if vhb ⌧ > d, where d is the target thickness.
It is typically di cult to determine exactly which mechanisms have lead to an experimen-
tally observed ion spectra due to the complex and time-varying nature of the interaction.
For thin targets, it is likely that a combination of all of these mechanisms are involved so
more information about the dynamics of the laser-plasma interaction is required in order
to characterise and optimise the resultant ion beams.
Signatures of RPA and hole-boring acceleration are recorded by the reflected laser pulse,
due to the motion of the laser-reflecting surface. Previous experimental work has used the
reflected laser spectrum to determine the surface acceleration [Sauerbrey96]. However,
a number of assumptions are required in order to obtain quantitative results and as
such this approach can yield only an approximate answer. More recent results [Ping12]
have used a frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) diagnostic (section 3.2) to obtain
the time-resolved second harmonic emission spectrum from a 1.4 ps interaction at 5 ⇥
1019 Wcm 2. This allows a much more qualitative determination of target evolution
during the interaction by tracking the front surface motion.
This chapter contains measurements of the motion of the laser-reflecting surface during
the interaction of the Astra Gemini Laser with nanometer-scale diamond-like carbon
(DLC) [Ma11] targets at a peak intensity of 2⇥ 1020 Wcm 2.
6.1 Experimental setup
An experiment was performed using a single beam of the Astra Gemini laser at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. Each pulse initially contained ⇡ 8 J and had a pulse
length of 50 fs (FWHM). Double plasma mirrors were used to enhance the laser contrast
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to 1010 with a throughput of 50% resulting in ⇡ 4 J on target. An f/2 o↵-axis parabolic
mirror was used to create a 2.5 µm focal spot (FWHM) containing 25% of the pulse en-
ergy. Targets of diamond-like carbon (DLC) of thickness 3.5  1000 nm were used. The
focusing parabolic mirror had a central 1 cm diameter hole which was used to sample the
back-scattered laser energy. Two Grenouilles (commercial SHG-FROGs, see section 3.2)
were used to characterise the temporal properties of the back-scatter pulse. An optical
spectrometer also measured the time integrated spectrum of the back-scattered radia-
tion. A single additional Grenouille was used to measure the temporal properties of the
transmitted pulse as sampled by a reflective mirror. A layout of the experiment is shown
in figure 6.1.
Astra 
Gemini 
4J in 50fs 
Foil 
target 
FROG%A%
FROG%B%
Optical 
spectrometer 
Back-scattered 
Figure 6.1: Schematic of the experimental setup showing the back-scattered and trans-
mitted pulse diagnostics. The incoming beam is contrast enhanced by double
plasma mirrors.
6.2 DLC thickness scan
DLC targets of thickness 3.5 1000 nm were shot at 0  angle of incidence and with linear
polarisation. FROG images of the back-scattered pulses were recorded and the pulse
profiles were retrieved. Some example images of the retrievals are shown in figure 6.2.
For each shot there were two possible retrieved pulses for each FROG trace, due to
the time-direction ambiguity of the autocorrelation process. However, an extra 5.5 mm
of fused silica was placed in the path to FROG A compared to FROG B. Therefore,
by mathematically back-propagating both potential solutions for the FROG A pulses
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Figure 6.2: (Top row) Measured FROG images, (middle row) retrieved FROG images
and (bottom row) Wigner distributions of the reflected laser pulses. Target
thickness is given above each column.
through this extra glass, it was possible to determine the correct direction of time. This
is most easily seen through the Wigner distribution [Wigner32], which gives a visual
representation of the time dependent spectrum of the pulse. Figure 6.3 shows the Wigner
distributions for both potential retrieved pulse shapes from each diagnostic. The Wigner
distribution is only the same from both diagnostics for the case of negatively chirped
pulse. This was done for all shots for which retrievals were obtained from both FROGs,
thereby determining the chirp for each pulse and removing the time-direction ambiguity
in the diagnostic. For shots on which only one FROG retrieval was possible, the time-
direction could not be determined and so were excluded from the results.
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Figure 6.3: The measured FROG image and the Wigner distributions of the two retrievals
from (top row) FROG A and (bottom row) FROG B.
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The Wigner transform of the retrieved pulses gives a 2D representation of the pulse
energy in time-frequency space. This was used to find the central frequency of the pulse
as a function of time by calculating the center of weight of the spectrum at each time
step. The values below 3  (3⇥ standard deviation of the Wigner distribution) were set to
zero to remove the e↵ect of noise in this calculation. The temporal range over which the
central frequency was calculated was limited to points in the Wigner distribution where
the maximum was greater than 3 , where   is the standard deviation of the distribution.
Assuming that the frequency shift of the pulse is entirely due to the motion of the
reflecting surface the recession velocity is given by v/c = (!i   !r)/!r, where !i and !r
are the frequency of the incident and reflected pulses respectively. The incident pulse was
measured to have a negative chirp so the frequency, !i, also varies in time. For all pulses
t = 0 was set at the maximum of the pulse envelope and the surface velocities obtained
are shown in figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Surface velocity as a function of time relative to the reflected pulse envelope
for targets of 3.5 1000 nm thickness. Positive velocities correspond to motion
of the reflecting surface away from the laser.
The surface velocities of the targets show significant variation in their absolute position
but the slope of the lines clearly varies over the thickness range. The 1000 nm target shows
an initial recession from the laser but as the interaction progressed this changes to motion
towards the incoming laser. For targets below 145 nm in thickness the acceleration is
observed away from the laser. The variation of initial observed velocities indicates that the
plasma conditions evolve significantly before the observation window of the diagnostic.
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The pulse intensity is already greater than 1015 Wcm 2 at t ⇡  100 fs whereas the
diagnostic was only able to retrieve velocity information up to t ⇡  30 fs for most
targets. Also, pre-pulses and residual A.S.E. may cause target heating and expansion
picoseconds before the main pulse. The fluctuation in the pre-pulse levels from shot to
shot may result in a rather large di↵erences in plasma conditions.
The initial and final observed surface velocity for each shot is plotted against target den-
sity in figure 6.5. A general trend is seen that the largest reflecting surface velocities
towards the laser is seen for targets thicknesses of 10–50 nm. For thicker targets, and
also the single shot with a 3.5 nm target, the reflecting surface was seen to be initially
receding from the laser. It would perhaps be expected that the thinner targets would be
more easily pushed by the radiation pressure of the laser, due the lower density caused
by the expansion of the target. However, a lower density target may also be heated more
e ciently, due to the increase in plasma skin depth, resulting in a higher temperature
and therefore a larger plasma pressure. The final observed surface velocities show an
increasing recession for thinner targets. This would be expected from the thermal expan-
sion of the plasmas, which would lead to a larger decrease in plasma density for thinner
targets. Using equation 2.5.4, vhb ⇡ 0.005c for a laser intensity of 2⇥ 1020 Wcm 2 and
assuming 100% reflection from a pure DLC target. The majority of the final measured
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Figure 6.5: Initial and final surface velocity as a function of target thickness. Positive
velocities correspond to motion of the reflecting surface away from the laser.
The error bars are taken from the standard deviation of the surface velocity
values from the first 10.3 fs, which corresponds to the standard deviation in
measured pulse length.
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surface velocities are of this order, although there is significant variation.
The motion of the laser-reflecting surface is due to the balance between the thermal
expansion and the radiation pressure of the laser. The observation of surface recession
indicates that the radiation pressure is dominant, whereas the surface will expand towards
the laser if the thermal pressure is dominant. As the plasma expands it will also become
less dense, so without any increase in laser intensity the surface may seem to accelerate
away from the laser purely due to the drop plasma pressure. Conversely, hole-boring into
the target may create an increase in density, which will begin to resist further compression.
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Figure 6.6: A graph of the average surface acceleration measured by FROG diagnostics
on the back-scattered laser pulse. The values are calculated over the tem-
poral intensity FWHM of the reflected pulse. The error bars are calculated
as a RMS error from the linear fit plotted as the dashed line. A positive
acceleration is in the direction away from the incoming laser.
The average acceleration for each shot is plotted against target thickness in figure 6.6.
This shows a clear trend for thinner targets to experience a much stronger acceleration
away from the laser. A linear fit of the form v˙(d) = v˙0 +md was found for
v˙0 = 0.56 ⇥ 1020 ms 2 and m =  1.3 ⇥ 1017 ms 2nm 1 with an RMS error of 0.27 ⇥
1020 ms 2. The existence of negative accelerations demonstrates that pure light-sail or
hole-boring acceleration does not occur for the thicker targets. For the 3.5 nm target
the 1D light-sail model would obtain a much higher acceleration than observed. This
indicates that the acceleration measured is a result of the balance between the radiation
pressure and the plasma pressure. In addition, the peak proton energies observed during
the experiment were 5–10 MeV, much higher than would be expected from the hole-boring
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or light-sail mechanisms for the observed surface velocities.
For a stationary laser-plasma boundary, the radiation pressure of the laser pulse is bal-
anced by the thermal pressure of a plasma (modelled with the ideal gas law) with density
and temperature given by,
nekbT =
2I(1 +R  T )
3c
. (6.2.1)
For I = 2 ⇥ 1020 Wcm 2 and a solid density plasma then kbT ⇡ 70 KeV for equal
thermal and radiation pressures. For expanded targets, with lower plasma density, this
equilibrium temperature is much higher and is in the MeV range for ne ⇡ 10nc.
6.2.1 Forward harmonics as a diagnostic of plasma frequency
Target surface motion measurements indicate that the laser radiation pressure is opposed
by the plasma pressure for all DLC targets in the thickness range 3.5   1000 nm. This
demonstrates that even for the thinnest target the plasma remains overdense for the
majority of the interaction. This is also supported by the transmitted laser energy mea-
surements (see figure 6.8) which show that the majority of the laser energy is reflected
or absorbed for all targets. In order to determine the target density during the peak
of the pulse the harmonic spectrum in the laser forward direction was measured with a
transmission grating and CCD coupled MCP (micro-channel plate). The resultant images
were analysed and converted to spectra by J.H. Bin [Bin]. The detector range allowed
observation of harmonics in the range of 7!0 – 19!0.
Assuming that each target is pre-expanded by the same distance, then the peak density
will be lower for initially thinner targets. Forward harmonics generated by the coherent
wakefield emission (CWE) mechanism [Que´re´06] exhibits a cut-o↵ frequency determined
by the peak plasma frequency in the target (see section 2.6). Figure 6.7 shows the
observed cuto↵ harmonic order as a function of target thickness. These measurements
are consistent with the density drop expected for an increase in the thickness of each
target by 15 nm. This measurement does not take into account that the target may
evolve during the main pulse or that there may be spatial variations in the target density.
Also, the equation used to calculate the peak density assumes the plasma-frequency is
given by the non-relativistic formula. For our interactions the peak a0 > 1 and so it
is likely that the plasma frequency would be modified by the relativistic quiver motion
of the electrons. However, previous work [Sheng05] has shown that the CWE process
only generates harmonics for p-polarised interactions. As pointed out by Ho¨rlein et
al. [Ho¨rlein11] for normal incidence, the curvature of the target surface, due to the radial
intensity profile of the laser focus, leads to a p-polarised component of the laser, which
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can lead to the generation of CWE harmonics.
6.2.2 Target transmissivity
A scattering screen was placed to sample part of the transmitted laser pulse which was
then imaged with a CCD camera. This gave a measurement of the transmitted laser
energy for the 5, 10 and 15 nm targets, which was provided by J. H. Bin [Bin]. The
transmissivity can also be calculated using the expanded target density and thickness
information gained from the harmonic diagnostic using the relativistic equation for the
skin depth,
 s =
c
!
✓
ne
h inc   1
◆  12
. (6.2.2)
The experimental data is plotted in figure 6.8, alongside calculated values for various
values of h i. The curves in figure 6.8 were found by taking the pre-expanded target
thicknesses and densities (section 6.2.1) and then calculating the skin depth from equa-
tion 6.2.2 with a fixed value for h i. It was assumed that the targets had constant density
and sharp boundaries and that there was no absorption. It was also assumed that the
target did not evolve during the interaction of the laser pulse. A further calculation was
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Figure 6.8: Measurements of transmitted laser energy fraction from experiment and 2D
OSIRIS simulations, plotted against target thickness. The lines show the
values calculated from the pre-expanded target thickness and density and for
various values of h i, as given in the legend. The solid black line is calculated
for a gaussian approximation to the Gemini laser pulse and shows very close
agreement with the best statistical fit for h i = 5.3.
made using a time-varying h i defined as
h i =
p
1 + ha2i, (6.2.3)
where the magnitude of the normalised vector potential, a was calculate for a 50 fs
gaussian intensity profile with a peak intensity of 2 ⇥ 1020 Wcm 2. The transmitted
energy fraction was then calculated as,
E/E0 =
Z 1
 1
I(t)L(t)dt
 
/
Z 1
 1
I(t)dt
 
, (6.2.4)
L(t) = exp
"
 
✓
d
 s(t)
◆2#
. (6.2.5)
This shows a very good agreement with the best fit to the experimental data (with a
fixed h i = 5.3), indicating that this rather simplified model can reproduce observations
relatively accurately. A more physical model would require information as to the dynamic
expansion of the target during the interaction, and a more rigorous calculation for the
relativistic skin depth [Weng12].
Results from 2D PIC simulations (see section 6.3) are also plotted which show a much
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higher transmitted energy fraction than observed experimentally. This is caused by the
dynamic expansion of the target during the interaction, which causes the plasma to go
underdense in the case of the thinner targets
6.3 Simulations
For a plasma with a front surface density gradient, the laser reflects from all regions where
ne > h inc. The proportion of energy reflected as the laser propagates is given by the
complex index of refraction. So for a diagnostic measuring the Doppler shift of a laser
reflecting from a complex plasma target there is a question over what surface is actually
being tracked. 2D3V particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations were performed using the code
OSIRIS [Fonseca02] to determine how the reflected laser is modified by the time-varying
target density profile.
The simulation box covered an area of 25.5 µm by 25.5 µm divided into 32000 cells in the
laser propagation direction and 3960 cells in the transverse direction. This gave a spatial
resolution of 0.8 nm and 6.4 nm in the longitudinal and transverse directions respectively.
The laser was modelled with a gaussian temporal envelope of 50 fs , a peak a0 of 12 at
a wavelength of 800 nm and a focal spot width (FWHM) of 2.5 µm. The laser entered
the simulation from the x = 0 boundary propagating in the positive x direction with the
electric field polarised in the 2D plane of the simulation. The DLC targets were modelled
as fully ionised 90% carbon and and 10% hydrogen by number with an initial uniform
electron density of 450 nc with 400 particles per cell per species. Simulations were per-
formed with initial thicknesses of 3.5, 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100 nm. Each target was assumed
to have been pre-expanded by 15 nm (as taken from the experimental measurements of
peak transmitted harmonic order), with the densities adjusted to conserve mass. The
targets were initialised with zero temperature and the front surface was positioned at
x = 150 c/!0. The spatial resolution of the simulation grid resolves the Debye length at
the peak plasma density for a temperature of ⇡ 7 keV. This temperature is much lower
than expected for heating by the laser and so numerical heating is not expected to play
a significant role.
The transmitted laser energy for each simulation was calculated by summing the Poynting
vector (Ey⇥Bz) in the region behind the target and dividing by that sum for the incident
pulse. These values are plotted in figure 6.9 and show a considerably larger transmissivity
for the targets than observed experimentally. Even for the thickest target simulated,
100 nm, 13% transmission was seen, similar to the experimental value for the 10 nm
target. This indicates that the targets are not evolving as seen in experiments. This
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Figure 6.9: Transmitted pulse shapes from 2D Osiris simulations. The initial pulse shape
is shown as the dashed line and the solid lines are the pulse shapes measured
behind the target. The pre-expanded targets are used with initial target
thicknesses (before pre-expansion) given in the legend.
could be an e↵ect of the 2D geometry or perhaps that the targets are not initialised in
the correct state to match the experiments. There may also be a significant contamination
layer on the real targets, so that they are in fact thicker than the DLC thickness.
The dynamic expansion of the targets is seen by measuring the temporal profile of the
laser pulse as it passes the x = 200 c/!0 boundary. In this case the Poynting vector is
summed only in the y direction and built up over many data-dumps. The pulse profile
was also measured at the x = 0 boundary to give the incident pulse profile. The profiles
are displayed in figure 6.9 and show a decrease in the transmitted pulse length as the
target thickness increases. A sharp rising edge is observed for the 10 and 20 nm targets
which occurs as the laser bores through the target. For thicker targets this does not occur
as the plasma density remains high in the region of the laser focus. The 3.5 and 5 nm
targets become relativistically underdense during the rising edge of the pulse and so the
transmitted pulses do not have such a sharp rising edge.
In order to study the laser-reflecting surface in the simulations, the reflected laser was
measured at the x = 0 boundary, once the ingoing pulse left this area. The field of
the reflected pulse was recorded by summing the electric field (Ey) of the laser in the
transverse (y) dimension over x = 0 – 25 c/!0. This measurement was repeated at time
intervals of 25/!0 and the reflected pulse was built up from combining each slice as shown
in figure 6.10. The time dependent intensity was taken as the values of the electric field
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Figure 6.10: (Top row) Images of the laser field in a PIC simulation entering from the left
boundary and reflecting from a 20 nm (pre-expanded to 35 nm) DLC target.
The four pictures show the simulation at (from left to right) t = 139, 160, 181
and 203 fs. The reflected pulse (bottom) is measured by taking the reflected
pulse to the left of the black dashed line at each time step and combining
each section to reconstruct the entire reflected pulse.
at the turning points of the recorded pulse. The crossing points of the electric field
were used to obtain the time dependent wavelength. This allowed the velocity of the
laser-reflecting surface to be calculated from the Doppler shift of the laser. The position
of the laser-reflecting surface was determined by integrating the time dependent surface
velocity, in the same manner as for the experimental results.
For the 20 nm simulation, the target is seen to act as a mirror until the peak of the pulse
arrives at the target at which point it is seen to ‘hole-bore’ through allowing a much higher
proportion of the laser to propagate through the target. When this initially occurs, the
plasma acts to focus the pulse to a smaller high intensity spot which then di↵racts at a
large angle. This is evident in the highly curved wavefronts seen in the t = 160 fs and
t = 181 fs simulation Ey images (figure 6.10). As a consequence the reflected laser pulse
is shorter in duration than the incident pulse with a FWHM pulse duration of 29 fs. For
thinner targets the target is penetrated at earlier times, while targets with thicknesses of
50 nm or greater survive the entire pulse.
Figure 6.11 illustrates the plasma expansion of an initially 35 nm target with ne = 257 nc.
Each line is an isopycnic (of constant density), which shows how the longitudinal position
for a particular electron density surface changes with time. Also plotted is the line for the
relativistic critical density surface with h i =pha2i+ 1, where a is given by the intensity
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Figure 6.11: Longitudinal position of the surfaces with ne = 1 – 20 nc as a function of
density (solid lines) for the simulation of a 20 nm target. The lines terminate
where the peak density of the target drops below that of the surface being
plotted. The surface with ne = h inc (fine dashed line) and the laser-
reflecting surface (long dashed line) are also plotted. Zero time is the time
at which the peak of the laser pulse reaches the initial target plane. The
positive x direction is away from the laser and positive time is later in the
simulation.
of the laser pulse as it would be in vacuum at the target surface. The laser-reflecting
surface is found from the frequency shifts of the reflected laser as described above. It is
observed that the target expands from both the front and rear surfaces with the peak
density position moving away from the laser and the critical density surface moving
towards the laser. The laser-reflecting surface does not follow any of these surfaces, nor
does it follow the relativistic critical density surface.
The laser-reflecting surfaces from the range of simulations performed are shown in fig-
ure 6.12. They show a trend of a greater surface recession for thinner targets with the
50 nm and 100 nm targets expanding towards the laser. This qualitatively matches the
experimental observations, although in the experiment outward expansion was only ob-
served for thicker targets (392 nm and 1000 nm). In addition, in the simulations the
50 nm target was seen to expand further towards the laser than the 100 nm target and
average accelerations of the targets calculated from the simulations do not match the
experimental data.
For the simulations of thicker targets it is seen that, at late times, the apparent reflecting
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Figure 6.12: Laser-reflecting surface as a function of time for simulations of di↵erent
target thicknesses. The initial target thickness in nm (before pre-expansion
by 15 nm) is given in the legend. Axes follow same pattern as figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.13: On-axis transverse electric field strength (Ey) as a function of time for an
initially 100 nm target. Also plotted are the laser-reflecting surface (solid
line) and the relativistic (fine dashed line) and non-relativistic (long dashed
line) critical density isolines.
surface is before the critical density surface. This is illustrated in figure 6.13 which shows
the surface positions plotted on an image of the normalised electric field as a function of
time for the simulation of the 100 nm target. Here, it is seen that the position where the
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electric field of the laser is attenuated lies between the relativistic and non-relativistic
critical surfaces whereas the the laser-reflecting surface, as calculated from the phase of
the reflected pulse, is further towards the incident laser. This is also seen for the 50 nm
target simulation. For both of these simulations there is a large amount of underdense
plasma in front of the target at late times, as compared to the thinner targets, indicating
that the plasma modifies the observed laser frequency. It has been previously seen that
for interactions at an normal incidence onto a sharp plasma boundary the phase change
to the reflected laser follows the Doppler relationship [Kingham01]. However, with the
existence of a tenuous plasma in front of the reflecting surface, the propagation of the laser
through this plasma becomes important. For a rapidly expanding plasma, the temporal
dependence on the refractive index leads to a time varying phase velocity for the laser.
This can modify the temporal phase of the laser pulse and cause an apparent frequency
shift even for a static reflecting surface. Also the locally changing refractive index in the
underdense plasma can cause photon acceleration (see section 2.7.7), as given by,
d!
dt
=  ! @
@t
ln ⌘ . (6.3.1)
So, as the laser propagates to and from the reflecting surface, it picks up an additional
frequency shift from the local rate of change in electron density. It is conceivable that this
e↵ect could blue-shift or red-shift the pulse depending on the particular dynamics of the
underdense plasma. In the case of the 100 nm simulation, the underdense plasma density
increases throughout the simulation, which would correspond to a blue-shift e↵ect.
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Figure 6.14: (a) Observed frequency shifts, calculated correction due to the e↵ect of un-
derdense plasma and the corrected frequency shifts. (b) Laser reflected
surface after correcting for the underdense plasma.
The e↵ect of photon acceleration on the reflected laser pulse in the simulations was
calculated by following the paths of all the light rays of the observed reflected laser back
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through the simulation electron density data, interpolating between dumps. This was
then used to calculate the change to the temporal phase of the laser due to the phase
velocity in the underdense plasma. The frequency shifts caused by photon acceleration
were also calculated and subtracted from the measured frequency shifts leaving only the
relativistic Doppler e↵ect, as shown in figure 6.14. The calculated laser-reflecting surface
position, after these corrections, lies close to the relativistic critical density surface up
until late times. After t = 50/!0 the frequency shifts appear to be over-corrected as the
reflecting surface lies beyond the relativistic critical density surface. At this point the
di↵erences between consecutive data-dumps from the simulation are large and the linear
interpolation between them becomes unrealistic.
Photon acceleration and time varying phase velocity will a↵ect the instantaneous fre-
quency of the observed laser pulse after a laser-plasma interaction in all cases where the
laser propagates through regions with rapidly changing plasma densities. This has impli-
cations for using Doppler measurements to track the laser-plasma boundary, especially
in the case of thicker targets (> 50 nm).
6.4 Conclusions
Experimental measurements of the laser-reflecting surface motion has shown accelerations
of up to 0.6⇥ 1020 ms 2 during the interaction of high-intensity (2⇥ 1020 Wcm 2) 50 fs
pulses with nanometer-scale targets. An approximately linear dependence of acceleration
on target thickness is observed, with thicker targets showing a reduced acceleration. The
392 nm and 1000 nm target interactions showed an increasing blue shift of the reflected
pulse with time, indicating that the thermal plasma expansion dominated the radiation
pressure of the laser.
The maximum observed surface recession velocity of 0.02 c would correspond to proton
energies of 1.7 MeV if the acceleration was solely due to the hole-boring mechanism. This
is considerably lower than observed in the experiment, demonstrating that hole-boring
can only account for the lower energy portion of accelerated ion spectra. Therefore, an
electrostatic sheath acceleration mechanism is most likely dominant in these interactions.
In 2D3V OSIRIS simulations, it was observed that targets that are initially 20 nm or
thinner become transparent to the laser due to target expansion, whereas thicker targets
survive the entire interaction. Thinner targets are also seen to be more easily ‘pushed’
by the target resulting in a redshift of the laser.
The presence of a large scale length pre-plasma, which was observed at later times in the
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interactions for the thicker targets, was seen to enhance the Doppler shift observed in the
reflected laser pulse. This has the e↵ect of exaggerating the surface velocity calculated
from the reflected laser spectrum. This would have a significant e↵ect on experimental
observations of this type, especially for thick targets or for long (> 50 fs) pulse durations.
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Summary
In laser-plasma interactions the temporal, spectral and spatial characteristics of the laser
pulse are critical to the nature of the interaction. Characterising the changes to the
laser caused during the interaction can also be an invaluable diagnostic of the plasma
conditions. The main work of this thesis has been the development of such diagnostics,
and subsequent analysis of their use. This has resulted in an improved understanding of
the interactions studied, as well as revealing methods by which a plasma can alter the
driving laser in a way which is useful for further applications. The field of ‘plasma optics’
promises to provide methods of controlling electromagnetic radiation in ways that are
not otherwise possible, and which may be required for further improvement of plasma
based particle accelerators.
7.1 Evolution of the driving laser in a plasma accel-
erator
In order to generate high energy (> 1 GeV) electron beams from a laser-driven plasma-
wakefield accelerator, it is necessary to have an acceleration length on the order of 1 cm.
Although, this is very short compared to the length of a comparable conventional electron
accelerator, it is much longer than the normal distance over which a focused laser di↵racts.
However, the work in this thesis has demonstrated that the laser can be well guided over
15 mm by the self-focusing e↵ect of the plasma. This enabled acceleration of electrons
to near-GeV energies, and also resulted in significant modification of the longitudinal
properties of the laser pulse.
Temporal-spectral measurements of the transmitted laser pulse revealed a large red-shift
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at the leading edge after propagation through the plasma, due to photon-acceleration
in the plasma-wakefield. Simultaneously, group velocity dispersion in the wakefield re-
sulted in the temporal compression of the driving pulse, from an initial duration of 55 fs
(FWHM) to 14(±2) fs. Diagnostic limitations prevented measurements of shorter pulses,
but simulations indicate that pulse durations as short as ⇡ 6 fs may be generated.
Laser pulse depletion is a crucial factor in determining the length of the accelerating
structure, and hence the maximum achievable electron energy. Transmitted energy mea-
surements, as functions of plasma density and propagation length, gave the termina-
tion point of the acceleration process over this parameter space. Measuring the energy
transmission, while varying the plasma density was seen to be equivalent to varying the
propagation length, as the depletion rate was seen to scale equally with both. A good
fit to a pulse-front etching model [Decker96] was observed with the assumption that the
process starts where the laser power first exceeds 1/e of the peak value. However, a more
physical description, using the critical power for self-focusing as the threshold value, sig-
nificantly underestimated the pulse depletion. Potentially, including pulse compression
in this model may result in a more accurate description of the data. In addition, PIC
simulations have revealed that the pulse-front etching rates are dependent on the input
pulse shape. A pulse with a gaussian power profile was seen to etch more rapidly than
a numerical approximation to the measured Astra Gemini pulse profile. The Gemini
pulse had a long slow rising edge, which may have acted to establish a guiding structure,
subsequently reducing di↵raction losses in the main pulse.
The peak power of the transmitted laser pulses, calculated from the energy and pulse
shape measurements, demonstrated power amplification in a plasma for the first time.
The peak power increased by ⇡ 78%, from the input value of 180 TW to 320 TW,
with a pulse length of ⇡ 14 fs. This is far in excess of the peak powers available from
conventional laser sources at this pulse length, and may provide a method of probing
high energy plasmas, and laser-plasma interactions on a very short timescale, where self-
emission or scattering of the driving pulse would prevent probing with a less energetic
pulse.
PIC simulations have been shown to accurately reproduce the experimental measurements
of pulse depletion and compression. They have also revealed how the plasma wakefield
is a↵ected as the driving laser pulse evolves. Rapid lengthening of the first period of
the plasma wake was seen to result from the compression of the driving pulse. This
increase enabled injection, due to the lowering of the phase velocity of the rear of the
bubble, lowering the requirements for an electron to become trapped from   = 12 to
  = 5.5. This only occurred over a short region, resulting in a narrow phase spread of
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the trapped electrons. This translates to a narrow energy spread of the final electron
beam and o↵ers a new explanation for the observation of quasi-monoenergetic electron
beams from uniform density plasmas [Mangles04,Faure04,Geddes04]. A model based on
this observation, and on the measured pulse depletion and compression rates, was used
to estimate the acceleration length as function of nozzle diameter and electron density,
and thereby predict the maximum electron energies achievable. Comparing these values
to the experimentally observed maximum electron energies revealed a reasonable fit for
the 10 mm nozzle but the maximum achieved energy for the 15 mm nozzle was somewhat
less than predicted. This may be explained by estimates of the maximum guided pulse
intensity, which indicated that a lower amplitude wakefield may have been driven towards
the end of the 15 mm nozzle.
Red-shifting of the leading edge of the pulse was seen to continue to a point where the
lowest frequency components slipped back into the ion cavity, due to group velocity
dispersion. Enough energy was present at these wavelengths to significantly modify the
trajectories of the electrons around the perimeter of the bubble, resulting in an oscillation
within the bubble shape. This instability has a large e↵ect on the injection processes at
the back of the bubble, and the focusing electric fields within the ion cavity. This may
significantly influence the properties of the accelerated bunch, such as increasing the
amplitude of betatron oscillations, a↵ecting the x-ray spectrum produced.
7.2 Surface dynamics of solid-density plasmas
The reflected laser beam, from interactions of ultra-intense (a0 > 10) laser pulses with
nanometer scale, solid-density plasmas, was characterised spectrally and temporally. This
has revealed motion of the laser-reflecting surface, on time scales on the order of the pulse
length, and oscillations at the frequency of the driving electric field.
The rapid oscillations resulted in surface harmonics being generated in the specular di-
rection for oblique incidence and p-polarisation. The fundamental, and second harmonic
reflected e ciencies were measured, showing that the total reflectivity only changed by
⇡ 8% over 5 orders of magnitude in laser intensity. This is indicative of a very high
contrast interaction, as the plasma scale length (a major factor in determining laser
absorption) remained relatively constant up to intensities in excess of 1⇥ 1020 Wcm 2.
The second harmonic generation e ciency was seen to rise to a maximum of 22(±8)% for
I > 1020 Wcm 2. This is comparable to that which can be achieved using a birefringent
crystal (e.g. BBO), but does not su↵er from beam degradation due to nonlinear opti-
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cal e↵ects, or pulse lengthening by group velocity dispersion. Therefore, this is a viable
source of high intensity 400 nm short laser pulses. Calculations, based on a relativistically
oscillating mirror model, were found to reproduce these results numerically, indicating
that the laser-plasma surface oscillates like a forced harmonic oscillator at resonance. PIC
simulations were used to visualise the electron density waves that propagate along the
target surface, due to the driving field of the laser. The e ciency of harmonic generation,
measured in the simulations, showed a general agreement with the relativistically oscil-
lating mirror model, although numerical heating limited the intensity range over which
the simulations were usable.
Motion of the laser-reflecting surface, averaged over the laser period, was measured by
using the relativistic Doppler shift experienced by the driving laser pulse. This was
achieved by using a FROG to measure the time-dependent frequency of the pulse, so
that the target evolution could be observed, and the acceleration of the surface could be
measured. The surface acceleration was seen to be dependent on target thickness, which
was varied over 3.5–1000 nm. Thinner targets were observed to experience a more rapid
acceleration away from the laser, than thicker targets. This is consistent with a thermal
expansion of the plasma, resulting in a lower density for thinner targets, so that radiation
pressure of the laser was able to bore into the plasma more easily.
The surface recession velocities of the targets were not consistent with 1D models of
hole-boring or light sail acceleration. The ion energies measured from these interactions
were far in excess of what could occur due to either of these mechanisms at the measured
surface velocities. This indicates that the dominant mechanisms for the acceleration of
ions in these experiments were electrostatically driven, such as sheath acceleration.
PIC simulations showed the same phenomenology as observed in the experiments, i.e.
thicker targets expanded towards the laser, whereas thinner targets were pushed for-
wards by the radiation pressure as their density dropped. It was discovered that the
underdense plasma in front of the laser-reflecting surface causes the phase velocity of the
laser to vary with time and also leads to photon acceleration, due to the locally increasing
electron density as the plasma expands. This modifies the time-dependent frequency of
the reflected laser, such that the surface motion is not solely responsible from the fre-
quency shifts of the laser. These e↵ects need to be considered for all similar experiments,
where a large amount of underdense front-surface plasma is generated. The simulations
suggest that this is the case for target thicknesses above 50 nm, so results from thicker
targets, and potentially longer pulse length interactions will be a↵ected by underdense
plasma dynamics.
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7.3 Future work
The measurements of the pulse evolution in laser-driven wakefields has been shown to
be very informative and could be extended to include other target types, such as longer
plasmas, non-uniform density profiles and external guiding structures. The diagnostics
themselves could be improved to provide an indication of how the pulse properties change
spatially at the exit mode of the plasma. Also, extending the spectral range of these
diagnostics, especially to long wavelengths, would provide a more complete picture of
the photon acceleration and pulse shape modification of the wakefield. This could be
particularly important in observing the far red-shifted components and the associated
bubble instability that is seen in PIC simulations. 3D simulations would also enable a
full comparison of the wakefield physics with experimental observations.
The two-FROG method for removing the time-direction ambiguity has been shown to
work well, and could be used to retrieve the full pulse profiles beyond the density range
observed in this thesis. Exploring the e↵ect of pulse shape on pulse depletion and de-
phasing may help to increase the possible acceleration lengths, and maximum electron
energies.
In order to determine the range of potential applications for the specularly reflected
second harmonic beam from solid-density plasma surfaces, first the focusability must be
tested. The pulses could then be used to probe plasmas to higher densities and overcome
the background issues that occur when probing at the fundamental wavelength. The
temporal properties of the SHG pulse could also be measured, perhaps by using a FROG,
to determine how the surface oscillations change with time. This may also provide an
indication of the changing plasma properties and scale-length during the interaction. In
general the spectral reflectivity diagnostic is relatively simple, provides a large amount
of information for solid target interactions, and could be easily used on many di↵erent
experiments.
The Doppler measurements of reflecting surfaces could be performed over a wider range
of laser and plasma conditions. Particularly, circular polarisation is of interest due to
the suppression of target heating, therefore allowing the radiation pressure of the laser to
dominate more easily. Combining this with target reflectivity/transmissivity diagnostics
would give a more complete picture of the plasma evolution. Measuring the Doppler shift
to a second beam, rather than the driving pulse, would allow measurement of the plasma
evolution beyond the peak of the driving pulse. This could then build up a full picture of
the laser-plasma interaction, and clearly show the influence of pre-pulses and the finite
rise-time of the laser. Further work to study the photon acceleration e↵ect is required to
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use this diagnostic reliably for thick targets. Perhaps, using two separate wavelengths to
measure the frequency shifts upon reflection can be used to separate the Doppler shift
and photon acceleration e↵ects.
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Appendix
A.1 Particle motion in an electromagnetic field
The motion of a charged particle in an electromagnetic field is given by the Lorentz force,
dp
dt
= q (E+ v ⇥B) .
Using the vector potential A, defined by E =  @A
@t
and B = r⇥A, the motion of an
electron in vacua is given by,
dp
dt
= e

@A
@t
  v ⇥ (r⇥A)
 
. (A.1.1)
Using the vector identity,
v ⇥ (r⇥A) = (rA) · v   (v ·r)A ,
and the convective derivative
✓
d
dt
=
@
@t
+ v ·r
◆
, equation A.1.1 becomes,
dp
dt
= e

dA
dt
  (rA) · v
 
. (A.1.2)
Setting the vector potential as a infinite plane wave polarised in the x direction and
propagating in the z direction allows equation A.1.2 to be split into transverse and
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longitudinal terms,
p? = eA , (A.1.3)
dpk
dt
=  e(rA) · v . (A.1.4)
Defining,
A = A0 cos  iˆ , (A.1.5)
where   = !0t  k0z and !0 = k0c, we see that,
@A
@t
=  c@A
@z
. (A.1.6)
Also equation A.1.4 becomes,
dpk
dt
=  ev? · @A
@z
kˆ ,
dpk
dt
=
e
c
v? · @A
@t
kˆ . (A.1.7)
Taking the dot product of v with equation A.1.1 gives an expression for the particle
energy.
v · d mev
dt
= e

v · @A
@t
  v · (v ⇥ (r⇥A))
 
mec
d 
dt
=
e
c

v? · @A
@t
 
(A.1.8)
Subtracting equation A.1.8 from the magnitude of equation A.1.7 gives
d
dt
(pk  mec ) = 0,
pk = mec(    ↵) (A.1.9)
where ↵ is the integration constant. The longitudinal momentum can also be expressed in
terms of the perpendicular momentum by using me2c2 2 = me2c2 + |p?|2 + |pk|2 giving
pk =
|p?|2 +me2c2 (1  ↵2)
2mec↵
,
pk =
mec(1 + a2   ↵2)
2↵
, (A.1.10)
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where
a =
eA0
mec
cos . (A.1.11)
  is now given by
  =
s
1 +
|p?|2
me2c2
+
|pk|2
me2c2
  =
s
2↵2 + 2↵2a2 + 1 + ↵4 + a4 + 2a2
(2↵)2
  =
a2 + ↵2 + 1
2↵
(A.1.12)
So the velocity components are
v? =
p?
m 
v? =
2↵ a c
a2 + ↵2 + 1
(A.1.13)
vk =
(1 + a2   ↵2) c
a2 + ↵2 + 1
(A.1.14)
A.2 Relativistic self-focusing
The expansion of a defocusing laser pulse is determined by equation 2.1.13. Di↵erenti-
ating twice with respect to z at z = 0 results in,
@2w
@z2
=
4c2
!02 r3
. (A.2.1)
For stable propagation of a pulse, with a spatial width of  r (1/e2 intensity), then the
focusing e↵ect of the plasma has to balance equation A.2.1. For small ✓, such that
sin ✓ ' ✓,
✓ =
dw
dz
=
dv 
dr
 t . (A.2.2)
Using d/dz = c 1 d/dt leads to,
d2w
dz2
=
1
c
dv 
dr
,
d2w
dz2
=
d
dr
✓
1  ne
 nc
◆  12
. (A.2.3)
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For ne ⌧ nc, a0 < 1, and setting ne = constant, the binomial expansion can be used to
give,
d2w
dz2
=  da
2
dr
ne
8nc
. (A.2.4)
Approximating da2/dr '  a20/ r and equating to equation A.2.1 gives,
a0
2 r
2 =
32c2
!p2
. (A.2.5)
This equates the power of the pulse ( a02 r2 ) to an expression dependent on the plasma
density and is known as the critical power for relativistic self-focusing and is commonly
expressed as,
Pcrit ' 17nc
ne
[GW ] , (A.2.6)
with a laser spot size given by,
 r =
4
p
2
a0
c
!p
. (A.2.7)
A.3 Convergence testing of PIC simulations
The longitudinal spatial resolution e↵ectively determines how well oscillations can be
resolved during the interaction while the ratio of dt/dx leads to numerical dispersion.
For accurate simulation the laser pulse evolution in a plasma both of these parameters
are important. Therefore, several 1D OSIRIS simulations were performed in order to
determine the resolution requirements for adequately simulating the laser propagation
over 15 mm of plasma. The major source of rapid oscillations is the laser frequency, so it
is important to have many cells per wavelength to accurately describe it. Also any higher
frequency terms, perhaps created by photon acceleration inside the plasma wave should
also be well resolved. Simulations were run with both  x and  t varying in order to look
for convergence at the limit of high resolution and  x =  t. The simulations were run
for ne = 2.5⇥1018 cm 3 and a0 = 3.5. Figure A.1 shows the laser spectrum as a function
of propagation of an a0 = 3.5 laser through 15 mm of plasma at ne = 2.5⇥ 1018 Wcm 2.
Also shown are the laser spectra after exiting the plasma. The images show that the
behaviour is almost identical up to 5 mm of plasma for all values of dx and dt used.
However, after 5 mm the simulation for which dx = 0.2 and dt = 0.1 diverges from the
others considerably, as the spectral fringes observed become blurred. Smaller di↵erences
between the simulations are more clearly seen in the plots of the laser spectra at the exit
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Figure A.1: Images of spectrum (vertical axis) against propagation distance (horizontal
axis) in 1D OSIRIS simulations. For these simulations dx = 0.2 c/!0.
of the plasma. It appears that the overall structure of the spectra are well represented
for all simulations where dt/dx > 0.95 although the exact details vary. For the purpose
of qualitative comparison with experiments dx = 0.2 and dt = 0.1 seems su cient. A
plot of relative error of the final laser spectra averaged over all simulations (figure A.2)
indicates that the laser pulse error from these simulations will have an approximate error
of 7%.
Another question remains over whether 1D simulations capture enough of the relevant
processes to reproduce the longitudinal pulse modulation e↵ects seen in experiments. In
order to explore this, 1D and 2D simulations with otherwise identical parameters were
performed with dx = 0.2 and dt = 0.195. The laser spectrum as a function of time and
the plasma exit spectra are again plotted in figure A.3. Surprisingly, reasonable agree-
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Figure A.2: Relative error of laser profiles for various values of dx and dt compared to
the dx = dt = 0.2 c/!0 case.
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Figure A.3: Comparison of (Left) 1D and (Right) 2D simulations. For these simulations
dx = 0.2 c/!0.
ment between the 1D and 2D simulations is observed. Both show significant red-shifting
and generation of spectral fringes at a similar level showing that the majority of the lon-
gitudinal pulse modulation e↵ects are well captured in a 1D simulations only. Obviously
to observe self-guiding and di↵raction losses of the pulse, 2D simulations are required
and so these were performed in order to compare to the experimental data. However, a
great deal of the phenomenology of the photon acceleration and pulse compression can
be observed in 1D simulations.
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